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CHATTER 1. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISAT ION*

INDIA - MAY 1958»

11. Political Situation on d Administrative Action.

Fifteenth Session of Labour Ministers’ Conferenoe,
Nainital, 15 and Ï6 Hay 1958ft Extension of Employees*
Provident Fund Scheme and Greater Benefits under

Employees* St ate Insurance Scheme recommended. "~*

The fifteenth session of the Labour Minister s’ Conference 
ws held at Nainital on 15 and 16 May 1958, Shri Gulzarilal 
Hands, Union Minister for Labour and Employment presiding.
Shri V.K.R. Henon. Director of this Office ms present at 
this conference by special invitation. Among other matters, 
the conference approved proposals to enlarge the coverage 
of the Employees1 Provident Funds Act and to extend the 
benefits under the Employees’ State Insurance to families 
of -workers.

Agenda.- " The agenda before the meeting consisted of 
the followings- (1) Action taken on the decisions of the 
14th Session of the Labour Ministers* Conference* (2) Industrial 
Relations. (3) Yiorldng of the Employees’ State Insurance Scheme.
(4) Amendments to the Industrial Disputes Act.1947. (5 ) Election
Procedure to be adopted for constitution of Board of Trustees 
in rrranpted factories under the Employees’ Provident Fund.
(6) Subsidized. Industrial Housing Scheme. (7) Question of 
closures and employment. (8) Evaluation and implementation of 
Labour enactments, ¿words, settlement, agreements,etc. (9) Notes 
for information Ont'r (i) Productivity, (ii) Workers* participation 
in management, (iii) Boview of the manpower and employment schemes 
of the D.G.H. & E. (iv) Workers’ Education Scheme, (v) Steering 
Group on Wages, (vi) Progress made on the policy recommendations 
on labour matters in the Second Five Year Plan. (10) Implementation 
of terms of transfer of administration of Exchanges and Training 
Centres to State Governments with special reference to confirmation 
of staff.

( For a summary of the memoranda prepared by the Ministry 
of Labour and Employment oh the items of the agenda, see 
pp. " f I - 3>SL of this report, which 'contain a review of the 
proceedings of the 16th Session 8f the Indian Labour Conference. 
Practically the same agenda was considered by the Indian 
Labour Conference).



Inaugural address." Inaugurating -the ConPereTine,
Shri Honda emphasised the need for introducing -workers ♦ 
participation in Government-owned factories ahd other 
organisations« If the Government called upon others to 
introduce this type of organisation it could not for' 
long ignore its own advice. The Government, in fact, had 
to give a lead in this sphere if its proclaimed ideal of 
socialistic pattern had any meaning.' He was happy that 
workers* participation in management, on e of the biggest 
new ideas, was progressively finding favour with employers,
Ko fewer than 25 units had adopted it»

At one stage workers had demanded legislation for 
this purpose- Shri Handa said he had resisted the proposal« 
and he was ^ld he had done so. How the scheme was 
proceeding on an agreed basis.

He ver the less the Government had to promote Its extension. 
Thio required Government assistance which must watch develop
ments« Adequate and proper study needed to be made of the 
wortcLng of the scheme, both at the Centre and at the State 
level,.

Many happy and significant developments in the labour 
world had taken place during the last years. Shri Handa 
listed among them the code of discipline which had been 
Voluntarily developed by all concerned.

■i
It was not the substance of the code which was important 

as the manner in which it had been brought about« This was a 
heartening feature« The Government had only assisted the 
procedure, ns favoured the code because it was based an no 
legislation. Instead it had internal sanctions.

At the same time he did visualize circumstances in which 
the code ceased to be observed effectively. He thought that 
it would require proper machinery to work -it throughout India«

It helped to diagnose -the ailment .frern which any production 
unit suffered when its workers went on strike. It was obvious 
that someone had erred« Either the workers or the employers 
had not observed soma provisions of'the code« If they did, he 
was sure, there -would b e ho strike«

Shri Honda was still open to conviction about the bniis 
of India’s labour relations on which the entire lejal 
superstructure had been built up. An imposed settlement 
was the last resort»
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He was also concerned about closures* He spa no 
reason why things should he allôwd to drift nnjft a unit 
served the Government only a month’s notice of its intention 
to close down* He preferred preventive measures*

Hhen a closure did take place and writers were'unemployed 
the problem arose, xdiat could b e done to help them*

■ : He visualised a limited unemployment insurance schene*
He took the ease- cue from the Govexpment’s assistance to rural 
areas in the event of calamities* The Government in such cases 
opened test works*. Some such scheme could he considered for 
workers mho lost their Jobs as a result of closures*

in the sphere of industrial relations* the Government had 
evolved an elaborate system to settle disputes* Shri Hands' 
thought it largely answered the need of the times* nothing*' 
of course* could ever give complete satisfaction*

He was, however* worried about two types of difficulties* 
They arose from delays in legal processes and in effective 
implementation of awards and decisions* Delays were sometimes 
the responsibility of parties themselves* They did not always 
corns prepared and. asked for long adjournments*

Measures had already been taken to reduce delays* but he 
was prepared to consider others which the Conference suggested*

I .
In many cases recourse td courts was intentionally dilatory*, 

nevertheless thé Administration had to help courts to ezpeditsfche 
decisions* considering the volume of work with which they were 
faced* One such shop could be the appointment of special 
benches* particularly in the Supreme C ourt«

Long delays in labour disputes could not be tolerated* hé 
Said< It was hot proper to keep thousands of workers in a 
state of suspense* The economy of tho country and the success 
of the Plan depended on a happy. relationship between wc&ksrs 
and employers«C '

So far as delays in. implementation of awards were concerned* 
he was convinced that they were freaquanfc frequent enough to 
ruffle anybody* The Government had started a’department to 
hasten’ implementation*; Tt wouldalso evaluate the results of ; 
various measures« The department was founded on the realisation 
that unorganised workers had no remedy if legal awards and 
decisions were not implemented*

' The Governmenthad therefor© to play a positive part in 
thé matter * It was therefore hob enough that there was no 
trouble < nTn that event wo must trouble ourselves”* said 
Shri Honda«
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Decisionss 1) Industrial Eolations; i) Suspension of 
Adjudication»- The consensus of opinion wa3 that tho time 
•was not appropriate for the suspension of adjudication for 
the settlement of industrial disputes though it was agreed 
that adjudication should he looked upon as a last resort»
Greater emphasis should he laid dn voluntary arbitration and 
more extensive-use should he made of suoh machinery» The 
difficulties in getting the services of good arbitrators 
might he overcome by adequate payment for such -work» Greater 
use should also be made of the bipartite and tripartite 
machinery in the matter of settlement of disputes» The numerous 
awards given by tribunals an d courts should be properly analysed 
in order to evolve norms in respect of particular issues such 
as service conditions» welfare provisions» etc,, so that these 
•might be used for the guidance of arbitrators» . The norms will 
also be useful in deciding whether particular disputes should 
or should mot be referred for adjudication»

ii) Works Committees»— The trade unions should b e asked 
clearly whether they were willing to continue the system of 
works committees» Where there were no unions, there should 
be works committees constituted on the basis of elections»
Were there was a representative trade union, .the works 
committee might be constituted on the basis of nomination
by that union» In the event of there being a number of
unions, those with insignificant membership need not be given ' 
any representation on the Korks Committees» The workscommittee 
should form part of the grievance procedure and be'ooncemed 
with matters of day-to-day interest to the workers# The 
broader issues should be left to the trade unions»

iii) Grievance Procedure»- The guiding principles for a 
grievance procedure drafted by the Sub-Committee of the Indian 
Labour Conference (I5th Session) should b e circulated for 
further discussion at the 16th Session of the lndian Labour 
Conference» (The Indian Labour Conference approved theguidihg 
principles an d asked the Sub-Committee to draft a simple and 
flexible grievance procedure in accordance with these principles»)

iv) S-fceps tomakB the .work: .of evaluation an d implementation
more effective»- An Evaluation and implementation unit should
be "set up by each S^ate Government and there should be greater 
co-ordination between /the Centre andStates in this respect». There 
should be a quarterly assessment of the working of the different 
courts dealing with labour cases» Prooedural rules whfiuld be laid 
down for Industrial Tribunals so that oases might be disposed of 
more speedily» The State Government should be kept fully informed 
of the developments affecting the public undertakings tinder the 
Central Government»

v) Steps to ho taken to mitigate the evils of trade union 
rivalry,- This was discussed separately at a meeting of representa
tives of the different Central Ggvgm..o"bc Organisations of workers 
and a Code of Conduct was adopted at that meeting# According to 
tliis Code of Conduct, the representatives of the four Central 
Labour Organisations,- vig»? I»5aTiD*CoAiI.T»n.C.,H»lI.S., and
TJTUC agreed to observe the following basici prinoi.pies for maintaining 
harmonious inker-union relations|V



1) Every employee in an industry or unit shall have the 
freedom and right tff Join a union of his choice* Ho 
coercion shall he exercised in this matter*

2) There shall he no dual membership of unions* (in the 
case of Representative Unions, this principle needs 
further examination)*

S) Therd shall he unreserved acceptance of, and respect 
for, democratic functioning of trade unionn*

4) There shall he regular and democratic elections of 
executive-bodies and office-bearers of trade unions*

5) Ignorance and/or backwardness of -workers shall nob 
he exploited by any organisation* Ho organisation 
shallmake excessive or extravagant demands*

6) Casteism* coramunaiism and provincialism shall he 
eschewed by all unions*

7) There shall he no violence, coercion, intimidation* 
or personal vilification in inter-union dealings*

8) AH Central labour Organisations shall combat the 
formation or continuance of Company Unions*

It was generally felt that machinery consisting of 
representatives of the four Central labour-Organisations* 
with an independent Chairman, might be set up for implement
ing the Code of Conduct* For the time being* Shri_,Handa* 
the Union labour Kinistor, might invite the parties, 
from time to time, for further developing;and amplifying 
the Code*

vi) Registration ,of Trade Unions*- (a) Delays In the 
registration of trade unions should be avoided*

(b) All trade unions should prescribe a minimum membership 
fee of 4 annas a month and the Registrar of trade unions or 
his nomine© should have the power to inspect the books of 
tho union*

vii) Recognition of trade unions and verification of members
It was agreod that certain conventions should be evolved for
the voluntary recognition of trade unions by employers» The 
criteria agreed to for suoh recognition were as followss-



(a) Where there was more than one union* a union 
claiming recognition should have been functioning 
for at least one year after registration;
(•where there was only one union* this condition
would not apply) a

(b) Its membership should cover at least 15 per cent 
of the workers in the establishment concerned* 
Membership should consist of those who have been 
members in good standing by payment of membership 
fees for at least three months during the period 
of six months preceding the date of reckoning.

(c) A union might claim to be recognised as a representative 
union for an industry in a local area if it had a 
membership of at least 25 per cent of the workers of 
that industry in that area.

(a) Where there were several unions in an industry or 
establishment, the ono with the largest membership 
should be recognised.

(e) A representative union for an industry in an area 
should have the right to represent tie workers in 
all the establishments in the industry* but if a 
union of workers in a particular establishment had' 
a membership of 50 per cent or more of the workers* 
it should have the right to deal with matters of 
purely local interestj such as* for instance^ handling 
of individual grievances in so far as its members 
were concerned.

(f) As regards the procedure for vetification of the 
strengths of unions* the suggestions contained in 
paragraph 16 of the memorandum on Industrial Halations 
were approved. It was further agreed that the 
verification procedure to determine the representative 
character of a union should be made more adequate.

(viii) Union-shop and check-off •- The proposals for the 
introduction of union-shop and check-off were rejected* It 
was, however*\ agreed that a recognised union should be entitled 
to collect membership fees every month within the premises 
of the undertakings. ■
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2. Working of the Employees’ State Insurance Schemet-
(i) Share of the S-feota Gorornments -towards the cost of medical
benefits on extension of medical pare to the "families of '“*
insured per sons »- The S tate dovernment’s share, on extension
of medical oare to families, should be l/8th of the total
expenditure during the Second Five Year Plan period* The 
position should be reviewed sufficiently in advance of the 
expiry of this period» Ho revision should be effective unless 
mutually agreed upon.

(ii) System of medical pare»- The State Government 
concerned might adopt any system^ service, panel or mixed)
■which they considered most feasibile* keeping in view the 
conditions in a particular area and in consultation -with 
the “workers’ organisations.

(iii) Capitation fee to be pas8d to panel doctors»* It 
would be desirable for the Employees’ State Insurance 
Corporation to approach the medical profession through the 
State Government concerned ànd not directly.

(iv) Arrangements for confinement of maternity cases." A sum 
of SO rupees per confinement case should be! paid' to the wives
of insured persons» on extension of medical care to families.

(v) Improvementsin cash benefit.- Further improvements 
'in the quantum of c ash benefits might not be made till such time 
as the Scheme was extended to the present coverable population
in the country and families Included within its scope. Improvement 
in the rate of maternity cash benefit was, however, necessary 
under the Employees’ State insurance Act as under some State 
Udternity Acts the rates were higher. Persons suffering from 
T.B. might also be given special consideration in this respect.

(vi) Waiting period.- Pevislon of tee waiting period 
provision should be examined, keeping in view the comparable 
provisions in tee English lew.

(vii) Covering families of insured persons.- Families of 
-the insured persons should be covered lor medical care and 
treatment* Hospitalisation should also bo provided for them

as soon as possible.

' (yjii) Haising employers’ contribution.- To enable these 
proposals beingmade financially feasible* tee employers» 
contribution should be raised to 4-3/4 per oent as already 
provided for in the law*

(is) Integration of Administration.- The Administration 
of the Employees’ State Insurance Scheme and of the Employees’ 
Provident Funds Scheme should be integrated.



(s) Raising of Provident; Fund Cofafcribution.-' Contributions 
to the Provident Pund should bo increased from 6-I/4 per cent 
to 8-1/3 per cent»

(xi) Pension»- The proposal to convert the Provident Fund 
Scheme into an Old-age and/or Survivorship Pension (for widows 
and children) Scheme should be further'pravi dad that this 
could be worked within the limit of 16-2/3 per cent of wages 
recovered by way of contributions from employers and workers 
covered by the Employees * Provident Funds Act*

(xii) Extension of the Schema to establishments having 
20 employees or more«- ThQ presort employment limit of fifty 
persons or more prescribed under sub-sectiòn(S) of section 1 
of the Employees’ Provident Funds Act«1952» should be reduced
to twenty persons or more* Employees in commercial establishments 
should also be covered» (Mote:— These reoomnendations were 
approved* rainly* on the basis of the conclusions and recommendations 
of the Study Group on Social Security» The Group has not yet 
finalised its report* but a summary of its recommendations wore 
made available at the Conference» For this summary, please see 
PPaS^-SS" of this Report)»

3» Amendwnfcs to the Iaduatrial Disputes Apt,1947: -(i)Appointment 
of District Judges on Tribunals«- (a) The proposed amendment to 
Section 7A(3) of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 to enable thé 
appointment of serving or retired District Judges as Presiding 
Officers of Industrial Tribunals* was approved« It was, however, 
urged that such appointments should be made in consultation with 
thé High Court*

(b) Yvhile amending the Act for this purpose* nòte should 
bé taken of the provisions in the U.P. Industrial Relations 
Act in this regard»

(ii) Exemption of hospital staff»- Regarding the suggestion 
of the Wagt Bengal Govemmontthatthe' staff of hospitals etc., 
should be excluded from the purview of the Industrial Disputes 
Act* the consensus of opinion was that the matter should be 
left to the State Government concerned»

4» Election procedure to bo adopted for constitution of
BparcTof Trustees in Exempted factories under the Employees1
Provident Fund»— ThQ procedure outlined in the hemorandum on
this item was generally approved«



5, Subsidized Industrial Housing Scheme,- With a view 
to encouraging the employers to discharge their, responsibility 
towards their workers in respect of housing, the following 
measures were recomnendedi-

(a) the present quantum of loan to employers under the 
scheme should "be raised from 37-1/2 per cent to 50 
per cent the quantum of the subsidy, viz,, 25 percent, 
remaining unchanged}

(b) the rules for the allotment of tenewnfcs should be 
left to the employer to be finalised in consultation 
with the workers of his establishment^ subject to 
certain broad principles being laid down by the
G ove ramo nt j and

(c) the matter of giving some income-tax relief to the 
employers who, built houses for their workers should

, be examined by Government in greater detail,

(ii) Wsn State Governments found that industrial housing 
was not malting progress for want, of developed building land, " 
they should spend as much of their allocation under the Subsi
dised Industrial Housing Scheme as was needed for the acquisition 
and development of land, This land could be utilised by them 
or sold at a no-profit no-loss basis tò employers for the 
purpose of building houses for workers,

(ili) If despite these steps, employers failed to realise 
their responsibility, Government should seriously consider 
the question of compulsion through legislative reasures, to 
get the employers to provide housing for some reasonable 
percentage of their workers#

6* Question of clfeures and employment,- The Labour 
Minister, Assam, raised the question of closure in Plantations 
in Assam and suggested that the Industries (Development and 
Regulation) Act should be extended to cover plantations also 
so that it might be possible for Government to take over the 
management of closed gardens. The. consensus of opinion was 
that it was a matter for thè Assam Government who should send 
their draft legislation on the subject for consideration by 
the Goyemm ent of India,

The Chai rmsn suggested that consideration might be given 
to the idea of creating an Unemployment Relief Fund to be 
utilised, iaôt for giving doles, but for running the units 
that had closed down with a view to maintaining employment 
until some other satisfactory arrangements had been made for 
working them properly#

(The sub jeot was discussed in greater detail at the ISth 
Session of the Indian Labour Conference),



7« Evaluation and implementation of labour enactments
awards, settlements, arrangements, etc» (Also includes a

The proposals contained in
the memorandum on the subject and the procedure outlined 
in -the supplementary memorEnduin. -Rare approved»

9« Implementation of terms of transfer of adrainnstration
of Bschanges and Training Centres to State Governments with
special reference to'confirmation of staff«« According
to the -berms of transfer, not less than 60 per cent of the 
staff transferred to State Governments -was to he made 
permanent in State Services« Confirmation of the staff 
ms generally agreed to in principle by the State Governments« 
Some State Governments, however, pointed out certain 
difficulties that stood in the way of immediate confirmation 
of staff«

(Documents of tho Conference, 
received in this Office)«
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Sixteenth Session ofl-ndionLabour Conference,
Ng initial» 19-20 Eay l958: feeomnmendatiohs on~"
Extension of Social Security Measures, oantinuanse
Of Adjudication an d Measures to avoid closure«,

The Sixteenth Session of the tripartite Indian Labour 
Conference -Ras held at ITainital on 19 and 20 Hay 1958» 
under the Chairmanship of Shri Gulzarilal Handa, Union 
Minister for Labour and Employment» The Conference was 
attended by Ministers and officials from all‘the Spates 
and representatives of employorn and -workers»

The Conference, among other natters» reached decisions 
on enlarging the ’benefits under the Employees1 State 
Insurance Scheme» extending the provisions of the Employees* 
Provident Funds Act to a larger number of workers and 
continuing adjudication#

Agenda#-' Th& following were the items of the agenda 
before the Conferences- (I) Action taken on the decisions 
of the 15th Session of the Indian Labour Conference» (2) 
Industrial Relations# (5) Working of the Employees’ State 
Insurance Scheme« (4) Amendments to the Industrial Disputes 
Aot,1947. (5) Subsidised industrial Housing Scheme» (6) 
Evaluation and Implementation of labour enactments, awards» 
settlements, “agreements,etc# (7) 'Notes circulated for 
information:- (i) Productivity; ($$.) Workers* Education;
(iii) Workers ’Participation in management; (iv) Workers^ 
discipline and grievance procedure; (v) Steering Group on 
wages; and (vi) Progress emde on the policy reoommendatiens 
on labour matters in the Second Five Year Plan« (8) Closure 
Of Units and Unemployment#

'The memoranda on the more important itesm Of the agenda» 
prepared by the wi-nistry of Labour and Employment, are briefly 
reviewed below#



à) Relations»«* After a review of the
recommendations contained in the second Five Year Plan 
and the law and practice regarding industrial relations 
the memorandum states that the approach to industrial 
relations -that is followed at present is in a sense 
unique in as much as Government has assumed veryhrge 
obligations for establishing and maintaining industrial 
peace, for putting in the proper perspective the obligations 
of various parties for settling disputes. This approach’ 
lias,however* been criticised in certain quarters. It is, 
argued, for instance, that the spirit of self-confidence 
and self-reliance ondangered by healthy bargaining has 
given place, because of'the statutory provision made for 
compulsory adjudication, to the habit of importunity and 
litigation. The suggestion has, therefore, been made that 
adjudication should be taken out of the statute book.
Alternatively resort to compulsory adjudication might be 
suspended for a specified period to bee how its absence 
would affect labour-employer understanding. Those who 
advocate these views appear to overlook the weak state of 
•organisation among workers in this country and their views 
in this matter, In the conditions existing in this country, 
it would be a grave risk for Government to divest itself of 
the authority to step in with adjudication, then all other 
methods at settlement have failed. There has been no demand 
from workers for any change in this respect.* As a matter 
of fact during the years 1954, 1955 and 1956, adjudications 
have been ordered by Government mostly on the request of the 
workers the css elves. However, if the v;orkers and the 
employers agree to such a course, ad judication may be 
Suspended in certain selected ageas or industries for a 
specified period. It is for the conference to consider this 
suggestion,

Ths question of eliminating delays at the conciliation 
and adjudication stages was discussed at the 14th session 
of the Labour Ministers’ Conference. In pursuance of the 
recômnœdations made by the Conference, the Industrial Disputes 
Rules were amended in December 1957. The amended Rules reduce 
the interval between the filling of statements ond’the submission 
of rejoinders by the opposite parties to two weeks, lay down 
that the date of the first hearing by a Labour Court or Tribunal 
shall be within six weeks of the date of reference for adjudication 
and that the hearing shall -thereafter be continued from day to day 
and that adjournments shall not b e granted for more than a week 
at a tira and more than thrice in all. Amendment of Section 29 of 
the Industrial Disputes Act with a view to securing the ppeedy 
and effective implementation of awards by’providing penalty Sòr 
continuing offence has also been taken up.



But, 'whatever bo the legal possibilities there is net- 
no gainsaying tbs fact that an effective way out of the 
difficulties lies in the hands of the employers and workers«
Certain other standards of conduct, notably the Code for 
Discipline in , Industry, which have been accepted recently 
both by employers and wokksrs are- expected to minimise the 
occasions on which disputes are taken to courts«

One of the measures envisaged by the Industrial Disputes 
Act for securing and preserving good relations between the 
employer and the workmen was the establishment of Works 
Committees at the plant level« The success attending the 
functioning of these Committees has not been uniform« It is 
reported that •while insome cases they have played a noteworthy 
part In part in removing misunderstandings and in bringing 
about cooperation in several cases they have been found to 
become moribund and in capable of producing good results#
Different reasons have been given for this unsatisfactory state 
of affairs« Workers* organisations attribubemaoh of the 
failure to the unhelpful, resentful and even obstructive 
attitude of employers $ The latter on the other hand are 
inclined to throw the blame oh trade unions for their laok 
of cooperation« The main difficulties in the constitution 
and functioning of these Committees may be analysed as follows*-

(I) opposition from trade unions which consider the works 
committees as rivals^

(ii) hen-cooperation on'the part of employers in some 
undertakings, e«g#,
(a) non-inclusion of some points/ suggestions/ proposals 

advanced by workers *In the agenda for the meeting 
of works committees^

(biy non-implementation of the resolutions of committee, 
oven though passed unanimouslyf

(iii) the disputes between unions and management over
interpretation of rules relating to the formation of

1 constituencies for elect ion, power of the office 
bearers- particularly of the Vice Chairman - and 
scope and function of works committees#

TJhatever b e the reasons for the present state of affairs, 
and workers!* whoever is responsible, it Is necessary that steps 
should be taken to ensure the satisfactory functioning of these 
Committees which constitute the base on which the entire industrial 
relations machinery rests# Some of the suggestions made in 
this connection are?-



(i) As a matter of policy, works committees should not 
be allowed to discuss subjects which appear to be 
controversial or relate to managownt functions or are 
the concern of the trade union, for instance, recruitment, 
retrenchment, disciplinary cases affiliation of the 
union, etc«

(ii) It should be binding on the management to consult the 
works committees in respect of all matters falling 
within its scope«

(Hi) The management should give sufficient importance to 
these committees»

(iv) The eâ^f-existing advisory character of the recommendations 
of works committees requires revision« These recommendations 
should be binding on the management* If, however, it is 
nob possible at this stage to make such a provision it 
should be provided that due reasons should be assigned 
in case of non-implementation of recommendations«

(v) Multiplicity of committees - statutory or otherwise - in 
industrial undertakings should be avoided os it creates 
practical difficulties* If it Is considered necessary 
to set up other committees such as, shop committee, 
production committee, safety committee, etc*, it would 
be desirable if the works committee functions as the 
central co-ordinating body for proper coordination of 
functions of other committees«

(vi) It is necessary to give adequate publicity to the
importance and objects of works committees in industrial 
undertakings«

As regards non-statutory measures to be taken t owards harmonious 
industrial relations, the memorandum suggests a grievance procedure* 
According to this procedure differences between‘mangemont and workers 
in respect Of wages, leave, promotion, transfer« hours of work,overtime, 
seniority, work assignment, working conditions, interpretation of 
agreements,etc*, affecting on individual worloer or a small.group of 
workers, would constitute grievances* TThore the points at dispute, 
are of general applicability or Of considerable magnitude, -they will 
fall out side the scope of this procedure and shall betaken up by the 
nnirmn diroctly with management* Grievances should be considered 
primarily with reference to the individual worker and not with 
reference to any union of which he may or may not b e a member, but 
thé uuinnR themaolves Shall be. brought within the scope of the 
^nhinery for administering the grievance procedure*



A grievance procedure to be effective should satisfy 
the following criteria:-

, (i) Full investigation* (ii) Settlement at the lowest 
level possible* (iii) Easy steps for talcing the grievance 
higher up in appeal* (iv) , ft tine limit at each step* (v) A 
terminal point in the, procedure* (iv) Arbitration in the last 
rosort* (vii) Machinery easy both to understand and operate* 
(viii) Conformation with existing legislation* (ix) Adequate 
compensation for loss in work time spent in attending to their 
grievance*.

. Th© grievance machinspy would consist of shop stewards 
who will constitute a hoard of Workers* Representatives 
and their counterparts on-the management side shall constitute 
the Board of Ilanagement Representativos* At a higher level* 
there will be a Joint Conciliation Committee consisting of five 
management representatives and five representatives of workers 
nominated by the unions in the undertaking in proportion to 
their respective strength (membership) in the undertaking* In 
so far as the v/orkers’ representatives on the Qonoiliation 
Committee are concerned, if any union Is able to command a 
strength of not less than 3 members, on e of them might be pn 
outsider if the union so desires* On top of this grievance 
machinery will he a twe-monber Board of Arbitration to be 
constituted from smong the members of the Joint Conciliation 
Committee as and when found necessary according to the 
procedure laid down* The procedure provides for dealing 
with grievances from the shop floor level upwards for ¿the 
following authorities: Imi33S&&fce superior* J^d of'deprtment*

' works manager through the personnel superintendent* Board of 
Workers’ Representatives and the Board of Management 
Representatives, Joint Conciliation Committee, and finally 
the Board of Arbitration or Umpire whose decision shall

* be final and ■bnildin binding on either party*

The points raised in the preceding paragraphs broadly 
cover , the Issues requiring consideration in so far as prevention 
and settlement of disputes between the employers end workers 
aro concerned*-. But añ essential, requirement for the success 
of joint negotiations, conciliation or arbitration is a 
properly developed and strong trade union organisation* On© 
of-the undesirable features noticed in this field is inter- 
union rivalry which hot only hinders negotiations but often 
promotes disagreement* .The remedy for this stape of affairs 
rests really with the Trade Union. organisations themselves* 
Under existing conditions elimination of a.multiplicity of 
unions may not be practicable, but given the • necessary 
goodwill it should bo possible for the important Trade Union 
organisations to get together and voluntarily agree to a Code of 
Conduct to regulate inter-union behaviour so that many ofthe 
causes of friction may b e removed* The Minister for Labour 
and Employment had written to the heads of the four Trade Union 
organisations offering his good offices to bring them together 
for discussing this problem if It was their general desire 
that tliis should be done »'



In the Second Five Year Han* it "was recomended that 
floes statutory provision should ho made for securing 
recognition of unions and in doing so the importance of one 
union for an industry in a locality was required to he 
kept in view® The problem does not® however* admit of any 
easy solution®

The Government's attitude on the subject generally has 
been that the provision of compulsory statutory recognition 
was not likely to solve the problems® 0n the other hand* 
it might create more problems to the extent dhafc the parties 
concerned would become more legalistic in their attitude® It 
is believed that the interest of the employers and workmen 
will b e better served if their relations are governed by a 
spirit of mutual understanding and accommodation® This 
position was also explained at the last Labour Ministers’
Conference and the Conference agreed that the time uas not 
opportune to have reoourse to Central Legislation on the 
subject*. The State Governments were accordingly advised to 
evolve their own methods On the lines of the provisions of 
the Bombay Latour Relations Act*

The Informal Consultative Committee of Parliament attached 
to the Ministry of Labour and Employment has also been in favour 
of the adoption of a code or convention regarding recognition 
râther than have legislation*

So far as Departmental undertakings under the Central 
Government are concerned, some rules for thé recognition of 
unions or workers employed have been framed* It has been 
suggested by some that the prescribed percentage of 15 per cent 
Of the workmen may be raised« Other suggestions received are 
hbuut the exclusion of outsiders from becoming members and 
office-bearers of the trade unions® It has also been suggested 
that recognition should be confined to unions which conform to 
the Code of Discipline*

The Government of E&har has suggested that serious considera
tion should be given to the question of introducing "Union-Shop”
And "Check-Off ” as à-aetkbdd method of removing union rivalries 
and also for improving the finances of trade unions*

The Government of India hâve to ascertain the strength 
of the all-Indiâ organisations of workers as also of their 
associated unions with a view to determining their representative 
Capacity* Th© procedure at present being followed for fche 
purpose is that the organisations concerned furnish the required 
details to thé Chief Labour Commissioner (Central) who gets’ 
the information supplied verified through a process of test-ohécking 
It has been suggested that the following further steps should 
be taken in this connection»-



(1) Copies of the claims of membership submitted -to the 
Chief Labour Commissioner by each of the trade union 
Federations co that each may b e in a position to know 
which unions the other Federations are claiming and
to rectify the position if wrong claims about affiliations 
are made»

(2) After the Chief Labour Commissioner has completed 
verification and before finalising it, he should 
furnish particulars of the verification to the 
Federations concerned» If any of the unions claimed
by the Federations have nob been accepted for inclusion, 
the reasons why they have not been asoepted should be 
indicated» A specified period of time should be given 
to the Federations to bring to the notice of the 
Chief Labour Commissioner any errors or omissions which 
they may wish to point out»

b) Subsidised Industrial Housing Schema»* The memorandum 
onfthis subject reviews the progress of the subsidised industrial 
housing and the suggestions made at the fifteenth session of the 
Indian Labour Conf erenoe to improve the success of the scheme»
The memorandum. further states that notwithstanding the various 
steps taken so far, the progress made in the employers* and 
cooperatives* sector is still far from satisfactory and makes the 
following suggestions requiring employers and cooperatives to 
build more houses under the Scheme s-

(a) Since the Scheme had nob evoked sufficient interest 
from the employer s so far, the Conference'of the Housing 
Ministers held in ïïysore in November,1957, thought that there 
was little justification for giving a subsidy and a loan to 
employers for this purpose» T^ey suggested that where an 
employer wasi unwilling to take advantage of the prescribed 
financial assistance, the State Governments may undertake the

. construction of the requisite number of houses far the employees 
concerned under the pattern of financial assistance prescribed 
for State Governments and recover from the employer thé commuted 
Value" of 50 per cent of the difference between the economic 
rent and the subsidised rent as his contribution for the provision 
of houses for his employees* It wa s suggested by the Conference 
that legislation’should be undertaken by the Union. Government to 
achieve this end»

(b) A definite beginning nay be made by requiring at least
10 per cent of the eligible employees of each industrial unit to
form themselves into cooperatives for the purpose of constructing 
houses with the financial assistance available under tie Scheme»
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o) Evaluation ' and ¿aplémentafeion of labour enaotments^

awards, agreec^nts/etc»- The question of evaluating the-
implementation oJ?''labour laws\ awards, agreerants and settlements 
tos considered by the Standing\Labour Committee at its 16th 
Session held in October 1957« \ In pursuance of the recommendations 
of this Committee^ the Government of India has set tip ân Evaluation 
and Implementation Division in the Ministry of Labour and'Employment 
to assess the extent of non-implemantation of Labour laws«awards, 
etc., and to evaluate thenèsults achieved by such measures. The 
S^ato Governments have also been requested to set up similar 
machinery. According to the information received so far, the 
Government of West Bengal has finalised proposals for an Evaluation 
Committee in their State« It has also set up a small Evaluation 
and Implementation Cell to examine cases of noh-implomonbationjotc,, 
Other State Governments are considering the proposal.

With a view to assessing the extent of nnn-implemsntation 
of awards, etc., and to have full appraisal of the problem^ 
the Evaluation and Implementation Division, in‘the Ministry of *
Labour and Employ-ont, issued circular letters, in January 1958, 
to all State Governments and all—India organisations of employers 
and workers requesting them to furnish, in specified questionnaires, 
information regarding cases of non—imp lees ntat ion or partial, 
delayed òr défective implementation of labour enactmentst awards, 
etc., It Is proposed to collect such information periodically 
from the aforesaid agencies to that any case of non-implementation 
or partial or delayed implementation of an award or an enactment 
is immediately brought to the notice of the authority concerned 
and necessary action taken. Members of Parliament havealso been 
requested to offer their suggestions in this connection and to 
bring to the notice of the Evaluation and ‘ Implementation Division 
any case of non-implementation or infringement of labour laws, 
awards,etc. In respsnsoto the circular letters issued by thia ’ 
Division, replies have beenceceived from some State Governments, 
workers’ and employers’ organisations. Certain complaints from 
individual unions hnd workers have also been received. An analysis 
of the casés reported so for reveals that thè complaints are 
generally of the following natures-

i) Complaints about non-ooaplianoe of some labour laws» Some 
of important labour Ihwb whioh have been mentioned in this 
connection, ares Payment of WagésAèt, Minimum Wages Act; Industrial 
Eynploynanh (Standing OrderS) Aot, Workmens Compensation Act, Hines 
Act and Industrial Disputés Acte The complaints are mostly of a 
jymryprn -nq-hyre and very few specific instances of infringement of
a provision of an Act by an employer have been reported.

ii) Complaints'against non-implementation of certain awards or 
agreements «-

iii) Complaints by individual persons regarding non-implementation 
of an award in respect of him or some injustice caused to him by 
the employer concerned.

iv) General complaints about difficulties experienced in the
working of oertain Acts,etc<- '■ ' ■ ' 1



These include the tendency of certain employers to go 
in appeal to High Courts .or tbs Supreme Courts, the long time 
taken "by these Courts indeciding cases, the multiplicity of ' 
unions in an industry and interference of outsiders in the 
affairs of unions.

These complaints are being examined in consultation with the 
State Governments« A senior officer of thia “Ministry -will also go 
round the States to discuss the oases of non-implementation, etc«, 
personally with the officers of the State Govemnsnts and represents» 
tives 'of industry and workers, In cases where a general complaint 
about the working of a particular measure is made, It is proposed 
to set up small ad hoc Evaluation Teams of Experts to examine and 
report on its working« One such team has already been constituted 
to examine the working of the multi-purpose institutes sat up under 
the Coal Mines Welfare Fund Schej®, The working of the Employée h»
State Insurance Scheme may also b e examined by a similar Committea,

The task of ensuring compliance of all labour laws,awards,etc«, 
throughout:the country, is enormous and success can be achieved only 
with the help and co-operation of all parties and organisations 
concerned with labour and their welfare, The Evaluation and Impie-' 
mentation Machinery of the Stab© Labour departments, as recommended 
by the Standing Labour Committee, when set up, will, no doubt, be of 
considerable help as cases of non-implementation in the State • sphere 
can be tickled efficiently only by them« The co-operation'of employers 
and workers, both in bringing to the notice of the Government cases 
of non-implementation and in removing the oauses of friction and 
creating a climate favourable for promotion of better labour 
management relations cannot be over emphasised« The Code of Discipline 
has already been ratified by all the organisations of employers and 
workers and if this Code is followed faithfully cases of non
implementation would be considerably reduced« Infringemen t of Code 
is also a case of non-implementation and instances of this infringement 
should be brought to the notice of the Evaluation and Implementation 
Division«

The Evaluation and Implementation Division in the Ministry of 
Labour and Employment will, no doubt, render all possible assistance 
to the parties concerned to get thé laws, the Code and the awards,etc«, 
implemented, but in order to enable this Division to function 
efficiently, It is necessary that while referring cases of non- 
implementation, eta«, complete details a? the“case, the name of 
the party concerned end specific Items'of non-implementation, etc,, 
are furnished as it is difficult to take specific and prompt'action 
in'cases of complaints which are'vague or are of a general 
nature« ,
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d) Closure of Units and Unemployment*- The problem of 
unemployment as a result of closure of certain marginal or 
uneconomic units has of late assumed considerable significance, 
particularly* in the textile industry* There may be more than 
one reason for closure of an industrial unit* Largely* however* 
organisational and or finanoial difficulties have been jgound to 
benesponsible for closure of factories in the immediate past* 
Mismanagement is another reason* Shortages of raw materials 
either as a result of foreign exchange difficulties or import 
restrictions are also contributory causes in some oases* The 
Government of India had been aware of the problem and steps 
have been taken to avoid or minimise oases of closures* The 
various ways in which the Government of India tries to avert - 
closures and retrenchment may be briefly summed up as follows»-

(1) In the case of mismanagement, the Government take 
action under the industries (Development & Regulation) Act and 
investigations are conducted whereveij&iecessary* Last year* 
Investigation Committees were appointed in the case of 8 
textile mills*

(2) To overcome financial difficulties of concerns* the 
Government consider loan applications for modernisation and 
rehabilitation through, the Rational Industrial Development 
Corporation or the Industrial Finance Corporation*

(3) Spinning mills of an uneconomic size are permitted 
to expand to the economic size of 12*000 spindles* Similarly* 
composite mi Ils having less than 12*000 spindles and 300 looms 
are given facilities to expand to that else*

(4) Mills which experience difficulties in procuring
raw materials like coal* iron and steel* etc** and for movement 
of raw materials and finished goods* are helped in getting 
raw materials and movement priority* Bottlenecks in procuring 
coal are removed by way of allotment of coal from other mills 
nearby or from railway stocks while efforts are unde to speed up 
supplies from oollieries.

(5) Technical assistance for increasing -&eir operational 
efficiency and thereby reducing cost of production is given 
to mills wherever they are in need of the same*

(6) Fiscal measures* e*g** reduction in Excise Duty are 
taken to help mills whenever necessary in disposing of their 
stocks. The recent reduot Ion in Excise Duty on various varieties 
of cloth, was effected mainly with, a view to helping mills to 
clear accumulated stocks of cloth and to enable the closed 
mills to restart their working.

(7) In case any closed mills is purchased by another party 
n-nd assistance is required by that party for running the mill* 
the some is rendered by the Government.



(8) For watching the interests of workers in particular, 
the Ministry of Labour and Employment has set up an inter- 
Ministerial Working Group to study and review periodically 
the question of closure and to suggest remedies for avoiding 
retrenchment« The scope and functionsof the Grappare only 
recommendatory, ThO Ministry of Labour and Employment provides 
the Sgcretariat for the Group and if on the basiB of advance 
information, the Group feels that any investigation about an 
uneconomic unit is necessary -£&?- or désirable, itB recommandations 
are conveyed to the department or the Ministry concerned. The 
Group feels that advance information about closures should ho 
obtained, in the first instance, voluntarily and nob thr^bugh 
legislation. The task that faces the Group at present is* to 
build up an effective intelligence for getting information as 
•would help in spotting out uneconomic and wanker units sufficiently 
in advance. Towards this end, the Group has already sought the 
cooperation of the Egserve Bonk of India, the Company Law 
Administration, the National Industrial Development Corporation, 
the Central Provident Fund Commissioner, the Chief Labour 
Commissioner, Central Labour andEmployérs’ Organisât ions,etc.
The response from these organisations is satisfactory, Vïhat is, 
however, necessary is that the information furnished to the 
Gnoup should be specific and should give complete details about 
the causes, etc,, of closure of a particular unit as otherwise 
it would not be possible for the Group to make any recomaednations 
to the department concerned for averting the closure of a unit.
Besides textile industry, closures "have also been reported in 
other industries such as Jute, Tea, ‘Engineering etc. In the 
Engineering Industry, in particular, the problem is becoming 
acute because of out in. the import-quota of steel, While every 
attempt is made by Government to allow as much import of raw- 
materials for indigenous industries as possible, it will be 
appreciated that stresses are bound to occur in certain sectors 
due to ¿Ax-tight foreign exchange position, The impact of 
import restrictions will thus b o felt in certain industries 
and some amount of displacement of Labour is inevitable. It is 
sometimes suggested that the Governmht should arm themselves with 
legal powers to avoid and or ban closure of units. The Government 
already has necessary legislative powers to take action for 
avoiding closures, Under the Industries (Development & Regulations) 
Act, investigations can be ordered there mismanagement is reported 
Wd if found necessary, the Government can tai© -over the concern,
Agqjñj under the Companies Act, action can be taken for bringing 
to book cases of moí-prácticos or mismanagements As far as workers 
are concerned, the Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Central

a provide that no shift - working can be discontinued without 
one month’s notice being given while the Industrial Disputes Act,
1947, provides for the paymeit of lay off an d retrenchment 
compensation in case workers are laid off or retrenched. Complete 
•horning or closure of factories is not possible under iho Constitution«. 
Article 19(1), Sub-Clauses (f)' and (g) of the Constitution gives 
the right to all citizens to acquire, hold and dispose off property 
and to practise any profession or to carry on any occupation, trade 
or business. The right to carry on a business includes the right 
to start a business, thé right to contini© a business and the right 
to" close à business. It does nob also seem necessary to take any 
extreme step at this stage. The r© asures already taken by the 
Government will,it is hoped,meet effectively the present crisis 
which beems to be more of a transitory nature® The Working Group 
is seized of the problem and steps will bo taken by it from time to 
time to overt closures as for as possible.



e) Enployees1 Sjÿate Insurance Corporation»- This memorandum 
reviewed, the working of the Employees * State Insurance Scheme,
(This has been reviewed at ppe^flWoi of this report)»

Proceedings} Labour ¿finister «s Address»- Opening the 
Conference» Shri' G»L. Hands» commended the to the creation of 
an unemployment relief fund with the help of a swell levy for 
the sake of maintaining continuity of employment in industrial 
units and concerns which had closed down or where closure was 
inevitable»

Shri Hands» who was referring to "shrinkage of employment” 
in textile industry an d in seme other establishments, said it 
was difficult to comprehend why wheelsof industry should slow 
dbwn in this matter in a developing economy with a rising 
tempo of investment. In oases of units which has already closed 
down or where closure was inevitable the best course was to bring 
about quick liquidation, and pending transfer of an establishment 
to new hands, employment might be offered to workers as a measure 
of relief moro or less on lines agreed to in the Sholapur Hill 
(where workers accepted lesser pay)»

Shri Hands also spoke about the unemployment problem in 
general and said if they did not find themselves in a position 
to exceed the outlay of 45,000 million rupees In terms of actual 
implementation, the employment content of the Plan would shrink 
to S»5 million Jobs from 8 million Jobs,

He held the restriction on imports of various commodities 
on aocoùnfc of foreign exchange difficulties as being responsible 
for the less of employment to a considerable numberof workers»
This feature cST the situation might become a more serious threat 
i-n the future as it h ad a direct bearing on the continuity of 
employment in a number of industries, specially those related to 
engineering», he said»

Shri Handa told the working class that while they should 
certainly have a fair deni, it must be realised that there was 
a "severe limit” to satisfaction of their various demands» To 
overstep tliis limit might fcean some advantage to a small section 
at the expense of a very large number similarly placed, both in 
the-present and future, particularly in terms of employment 
opportunities *

He said: "I am all for making up any deficiencies that exist 
anywhere in respect of r enumeration and conditions of work of ary 
class of labour to the extent feasible» I may also add that we 
should make an all-out effort to eliminate all sources of exploita 
tion and cut down excessive gains wherever they occur» W only 
■plea is that we should do nothing to sacrifice or prejudice the 
future of millions of poor people in the country»”



Union Rivalries.— Ho celled upon -the trade union 
organisations in the country to arrive at a code of conduct 
setting out the ”do’s and don’ts” which they should observe 
for "the good of the working class« So said inter-union 
rivalry was the bane of labour movement in thecountry and 
was the major factor for disturbed conditions of iudw«trial 
relations in many places*

The Labour Minister appealed to politioal parties "nh-ich 
have active interest in promoting betterment of working class” 
to beep trade unions out of political stril®. nIf they do so» 
labour organisations will grow in strength and furnish support 
for all progressive activity which forms common grounds among 
all socialist parties in the country”, he said.

The Central Government, ha said, had set up working group 
to study and review periodically the question of closures and to 
recommend measures which might be adopted for dealing with the 
problem.

Shri Nanda drew attention to a feature of the situation 
which, he said, was at the moment responsible for loss of 
employment to a considerable number of workers and might become 
a more serious threat in the future. Imports of various 
commodities had to be restricted on account of foreign exchange 
difficultieso This had a very direct bearing on continuity 
of employment in a number of industries, specially related to 
engineering.: Shortage of steel, in particular, was a matter 
of condern and It was of vital importance that nothing happened 
in the country to accentuate this shortage and that every effort 
was made to increase the output of steel to the maximum extent*

Development Machineryo- Shri Wanda said to overcome the 
time lag in./finding alternate employment for those ’ retrenched 
after the completion of a big construction project, the Government 
was organising a suitable development machinery at the Centre and 
In the States. It would enable the early transfer of retrenched 
the-early personnel to other projects which required this, type 
of personnel.

: The Labour Minister reiterated his willingness to suspend 
adjudication in certain selected areas of industries for a 
specified period if the majority of workers would prefer such 
a course. The. consensus of opinion at the conference, he said, 
was not in favour of taking such a step.



He referred to the "recurring topic" of complaint about 
failure of implementation of award 3 and agreements and said the 
Central Government’s organisation for evaluation and implementation 
had already talcen up in right earnest cases of non-implementation 
and fins moving the parties concerned to rectify the shortcomings« 
The States were also setting up machinery on the same lines "but 
organisations of employers and markers mould have to tear the 
real burden of responsibility. It was bound up with the code 
of discipline.

He expected that a tripartite arrangement for this purpose 
■would soon be an operation in Delhi, at the headquarters of the 
States and at important industrial centres. He particularly 
keen that unorganised sections of labour and those who worked In 
out of tho way places should receive adequate attention.

On labour participation in management, Shri Handa said the 
initiative as well as primary responsibility as-wdi for the 
success of joint councils rested on the employer. Preparatory 
work was in progress in various establishments about the shape 
and workin g of these councils,

Shri Honda, who devoted a considerable portion of his speech 
to 'the evil of intcr-un-i.cn rivalries, said the problem of trade 
union recognition was at the bottom of much of the friction and 
unseemly conduct encountered these days. He was employers-and 
sure that if .organisations of employers and workers arrived at 
an agreed basis for trade union representation regarding the 
choice of unions as well as minimum standards to which the 
union must conform^ there would be, by end large, no resistance 
in the matter on the part of employers, Ways could be found 
to deal with it where it persisted,

Works Committees,- Shri Handa said therewas a widespread 
impression that in most oases the worths committees were not 
performing any useful function. If they snococsfui succeeded in 
formating a code of conduct for trade unions and could agree 
regarding the basis of recognition, the future of the works 
committees would be assured.

He hoped that the enlarged code of discipline agreed upon by 
the standing committee of the Indian Labour Conference at its 
last session would be implemented in its fullness by all parties 
concerned,

Shrl Handa referred to interruptions of work which, he said, 
occurred from tine to time on account of strikes and lockouts,'
The right to strike was hot in question in terns of laws which 
governed industrial relations but the exenCSice of of -feat right 
had to be viewed in relation to the consequence of stoppage of 
work on the economy of the country and the progress of the -country 
Hive Tear Plan and the damage it caused to the workers’ own interest, 
With the codo of discipline and various other safeguards that were 
being provided, there should be very little loss of man-days arising 
out of industrial disputes.
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Welcoming the delegates to the conference* Dr» Sampurnanand,
Chief Minister of D.P«, said his personal belief was that 
concentration of power in the hands of the Contrai Government 
was not in the country’s interests» In a big country like 
India it would bo better to let the State Governments settle 
most of theü problems thons elvos»

The Chief Minister, who was pleading for delegation of 
powers to the States to appoint controllers in industrial concerns 
which were not running efficiently, said it hod to be remembered 
that decisions in labour matters might very often involve 
questions of lav/ and order which the Central Government could 
not properly assess» This power had been taken by the Centre bub 
"my experience has unfortunately been that, on the wholo, thia 
assumption of power by the Centre in the sphere which lie3 more 
definitely and legitimately within the province of States’ 
jurisdiction, has not produced satisfactory results»”

Dr» Sampurnanand said suspension of adjudication would be 
fatal. In India of today it was absolutely essential that while 
every effort should be made to induce the parties to a dispute 
to settle among themselves., there must be some machinery for 
givin^a^eoislon binding on both parties»

The main decisions of the Conference are briefly reviewed 
below:-

Decisions a 1) Industrial Relations»Suspension of Adjudication.-
The consensus of opinion was that the time was not appropriate for
the suspension of adjudication for the settlement of industrial 
disputes though adjudication would be the last resort In the 
process»

ii) Works Committees.- The present position should be 
more fully examined. ' T-..

. iii) grievanoe Procedure »'- • The guiding principles for
a grievance procedure1 drafted by the Sub-Committee of the Indian 
Labour Conference (15th Session) were approved. The Sub-Committee 
should be requested to draft a simple and flexible grievance 
procedure in accordance with these principles»

iy) S-feepa to mate the work of evaluation and implementation 
more effective.— The proposal's made in the memorandum on bhis item and 
the procedure outlined in the supplementary memorandum on the 
subjeot were approved»

v) Steps to be taken to mitigate thé evils of trade union 
rivalry»- This was discussed separately in a meeting of representa
tives of the different Central Organisations of workers and a Code 
of Conduct was adopted at this meeting» .



According to -the Code of Conduct, the four Central 
Labour Organisations, namely, ÏETUC, AHUC, BUS and T7TUC 
have agreed to observe the following basic principles for 
maintaining harmonious inter-union relations#

1) Every employes in an industry or unit shall have 
the freedom and right to Join a unidn of his choice.
Ho coercion shall b e exercised in this matter.

2) There shall be no dual membership of unions, (in the 
case of Representative Unions, this principle needs 
further examination.)

S) There shall bo unreserved acceptance of, and respect for, 
democratic functioning of trade unions.

4) There shall be regular and democratic elections of 
executive-bodies and office-bearers of trade unions.

5) Ignorance and/or backwardness of workers shall not be 
exploited by any organisation. Ko organisation shall 
make excessive or extravagant demands.

S) Casteism, commSmalism àn d provincialism shall be 
eschewed by all unions.

7) There shall be no violence, coercion, intimidation, or 
personal vilification in inter-union dealings.

8) All Central Labour Organisations shall combat the 
formation or continuance in inter-* of Company Unions.

It was generally felt that machinery consisting of 
representatives of the four Central Labour Organisations, with 
an independent Chairman, might be set up'for implementing 
the Code of Conduct. For the time being, Shri Kanda, the 
Union Labour Minister, might invite the parties, from time to 
time, for further developing and amplifying the Code.

Vi) Rogistration of Trade Unions;

(a) A trade union should prescribe a minimum membership 
fee of annas four a month and the Registrar of trade 
unionsbr hiS nominee should be given the power to 
inspect the books of the union*

(b) Delay in the registration of trade unionsbhould be 
avoided» I

(o) If out of the 7 signatories tb an application for 
registration, on e or two got discharged during the 
pendency of the application and if the signatories 
were entitled to apply for registration at tho time 
of the application, registration should not be refused 
on the ground that they had since ceased to be workers.

vii) Recognition of trade unions and verifjcgition of raemhorship.- 
It was agreed -that certain conventions shouldievolve'd for the ' 
voluntary récognition of trade unions by employers» The Criteria 
agreed to f orsuch recognition were as follows#»



(a) Where there was more than one union, a union claiming 
recognition should have been functioning for at least 
one year after registration«

Where there was only one union, this condition 
would not apply«

(b) The membersMp of the union should cover at least 
15 per cent of the workers in the establishment 
concerned« Membership would be counted only of 
those who had paid their subscriptions for at least 
three months during' the period of six months immediately 
preceding the reckoning«

(c) A union might claim, to bo recognised as a representative 
union for an industry in a local area if it had a 
membership of at least 25 per cent of the workers of that 
industry in that area«

(d) When a union has been recognised, there should be no 
change in its position for a period of two years«

(e) Where there were several unions in an industry or 
establishment, the one with the largest membership 
should be recognised«

(f ) A representative union for ah industry in an area should 
have the right to represent thé workers in all the 
establishments in the industry, but if a union of 
workers in a particular establishment had a membership of 
50 percent or more of the workers of that establishment« 
it should have the right to deal with matters of purely 
local interest, such as, for instance, the handlingof 
grievances portaining to its own members« All other 
worleers who were hot members of that union might either 
operate through the représentative Union forthe industry 
of seek redress directly«

(g) As regards the procedure for verification of the strengths 
of unions> the suggestions contained in paragraph 15 of 
the memorandum on Industrial Relations were approved«
It was further agreed that the verification procedure for 
the dot armiTint jon of the representative character of a 
unión should be made more adequate« Where the results 
of verification by the departmental machine ty were not 
accepted bÿ the parties« a committee composed of the 
representatives of all central trade union organisations 
should’ go into the question and resolve the disputé« For 
this purpose, thé central trade union organisotionp,whflicih 
could aot as a standing machinery, would provide the 
necessary panels of pérsons fordifferent localities« If 
this machinery failed« the question should b e left to the 
decision of an. agreed independent agenoy or a tribunal«
Tba state Governments also should evolve similar procedures 
concerning industries within tkair sphere«



(h) In the case of trade union federations Which. were not 
affiliated to any of the four central organisations of 
labour, the question ôf recognition Would have to he 
dealt with separately»

(!) Only unions -which observed the Code of Discipline would be 
entitled to recognition and the procedure for recognition 
should form a paît of the Code of Discipline*

(viii) Union-shop and Check-offThe proposals for the 
introduction of union-shop, and check-off were rejected. It was, 
however, agreed that a recognised union should be entitled to 
collect mentorship fees every north within the premises of the 
undertalcing.

2) Employees» Sgate Insuranoe Scheme*- i) Share of the State 
Governments towards the cost of medical benefits~on extension of “
medical care tothe families of insured persons.- The State
Government»^ share, on extension of medical care to the families, 
should be l/8th of the total expenditure during the Second Five 
Year Plan period* The position should be reviewed sufficiently 
in advance of the expiry of this period, ho revision should be 
effective unless mutually agreed upon.

Il) System of medical care,— ThQ State Government concerned, 
might adoptsray ^BtemTservice^' panel or mixed) which they 
considered most feasible, keeping in view the ccnditions in a 
particular area and in consultation with the workers * organisations*

Ill) Capitation fee to be paid to panel doctors«— It would be 
desirable"fo¥ the Employees* S£ate Insurance Corporation to approach 
the medical proiessibnb&rGugh the State Government concerned and

5 not directly.

iv) Arrangements for confinement; of maternity cases.-A sum of 
30 rupees per confinement case should be paid to the wives of 
insured persons, on extension of medical care to the families.

v) Improvements in bash benefit.» Further improvements in the 
quantum of cash benefits might hot be made till suoh time aa the 
Scheme was extended to the present coverable population in the 
country and families included within Its’scope. Some improvement 
in the rate of maternity cash benefitwas, however, necessary ‘ 
midar the Employees’ Stato Insurance Act as under some State 
iTntefnlty Acts the rates were higher. Persons suffering fromT.B. 
might also be given special consideration in this respect.

vi) Waiting period*» Thb question of revision of the waiting 
period should be examined, keepin g in view the comparable provisions 
in English law* .* ■ ” ** ' ' 1

vii) Covering families of insured persons*» The families of 
inmirod persons should be bovered for medical care and treatment*. 
Hospitalisation should also be provided for them as soon as 
possible..



•^iii) Raising employers* contribution«- To enable the 
proposals mentioned above being implemented, the employers’ 
contribution, should be raised to 4-3/4 per cent as already 
provided for in the law.

ix) Integration of Administration»- The administration of the 
Employees* State Insurance Soheme and of theEmployees* Provident 
Funds Scheme should bo integrated«

x) Raising of Provident Fund Contribution«- Contributions to 
the Provident Fund should be increased from G-l/4 per cent to '
8-1/3 per cent«

xi) Pension»- The proposal to convert the Provident Fund Scheme 
into an ol'd-age and/or Survivorship Pension (for -widows and children) 
Scheme should be further examined provided that this could be 
•worked vdthin the limit of I6-2/3 per cen t of -wages recovered by 
•way of contributions from employers and workers covered by the 
Employees* Provident Funds Act»

xii) Sxbension of the Snherae to establishments having 20 
employees or more«« The present employment limit of fifty persons 
or more prescribed tinder sub-section (3) of section 1 of the 
Employee^’ Provident Funds Act,1952 should be reduced to twenty 
persons or more« Employees in commercial establishments should 
also be covered«

With regard to this,the representatives of the workers’ 
organisations urged that separate hospitals should be provided for 
insured persons and the employers’ representatives were of the 
view that medical care and treatment should be extended to the 
families of'insured persons only after the Employees’ State 
Insurance Scheme had been ext ended to insurable persons in all 
coveroble areas«

Th© employers’ representatives reserved their position with 
regard to items (viii) to (xii) above as they felt the need 
for consulting their constituents before making any commitment 
in this regard« They agreed to forward their ’ oomments and 
suggestions on these items by the ond of June,1958« It was 
agreed thati if possible, the employers’ representatives would, 
be consulted before further action was taken on" these matters«

3) ATnnTiÆnAtjibs to Industrial Disputes Aot«- The proposed 
amendment to Section 7A(3j of the Industrial disputes Aot,1947 to 
enable the appointment of serving or retired District Judges 
as Presiding Officers of industrial Tribunals was approved«

pagn-ri-ng the suggestion of thé West Bengal Government that 
the staff of hospitals etc«, should be excluded from the purview 
of the Industrial Disputés Aot, the Sonsensus of opinion was that 
a convention should be established whereby the "staff would not go 
on' strike provided that an effective machinery for the speedy . ‘
redress of their grievances was set up by the employer«



Subsidised Industrial Housing Scheme.— The employers * 
representatives undertook to push on with the construction of 
houses for their workers on a voluntary basis « With a view 
to encouraging the employers to discharge their responsibility 
towards their workers in respect of housing, the following 
measures were recommended:—

(a) the present quantum of loan to emu loyers under the 
scheme be raised from 37b per cent to 5Ô£, the 
quantum of the subsidy, viz,, 25^, remaining un
changed;

(b) the rules for the allotment of tenements should be 
left to the employer to be finalized in consultation 
with the workers of his establishment, subject to 
certain broad principles being laid down by Govern
ment ; and

(c) the matter of giving some income-tax relief to 
employers who built houses for their workers should 
be examined by Government in greater detail,'

(ii) If State Governments found that industrial housing 
was not making progress for want of developed building land, 
they should spend as much of their allocation under the Sub
sidized Industrial Housing Scheme as was needed for the acqui
sition and development of land. This land could be utilized 
by them or sold at a no-profit no-loss basis to employers for 
the purpose of putting up houses for their workers,

Evaluation and Implementation of Acts, Agreements, etc,— 
The proposals contained in the memorandum on the subject and 
the procedure outlined in the supplementary memorandum were 
approved.

Closure of Units and Hnemployment.- (i) Plantations! 
Suitabie steps shoulcL be taken by the Central and the xrtate 
Governments after examining the recommendations of the Planta
tions inquiry Commission, the Industrial Committee on Planta
tions and in consultation with, the' Tea Board,

(ii) Cotton Textiles (a) There were a dozen and more 
units which had been closed for a number of years. These were 
beyond the economic possibility of reopening* Where the Govern
ment was convinced on expert advice that these old units could 
not be run, the granting of licences for new units of equivalent 
capacity should be considered in the same place if parties were 
v/illing to seek such licences;

(b) For the other closed mills or for units which had 
given notice of closure, an Expert Committee should be appointed 
to examine each individual unit and make recommendations for 
suitable remedial action to restore normal working;



31. (c) The present difficulties were confined to coarse 
and medium count mills» Steps might be taken to make avn i Tahi g 
if possible, long staple cotton to these mills as a special 
relief measure to enable them to produce finer cloths

(d) When adequate additional securities were available, 
scheduled banks including the State Bank of India should be 
requested to reduce the margin required by them for the advance 
of working capital. This recommendation should be only of a 
temporary character till the heavy stocks’with the Unit were 
disposed of;

(e) Rehabilitation and modernisation through the National 
Industrial Development Corporation might be expedited. In all 
cases of modernisation, however, the recommendations of the 15th 
Session of the Indian labour Conference on rationalization should 
be kept in mind.

(f) 3Por such units where the working was found uneconomic, 
the grant of licence f or the necessary balancing equipment either 
in spindles or in looms or in preparatory equipment ra-ight be 
favourably considered by Government after examination of the 
unit concerned;

(g) In Kanpur and Indore where the situation was more 
difficult, special Expert Committees might be appointed to - 
enquire into the existing conditions of units located there and 
to suggest remedial action;

1 ’ • ,
(h) Any step3 that might be taken to remedy the situation 

in cotton textile industry should also take into account the 
position of the handle om industry and of exclusive spinning units;

(i) liberal exports of yarn, particularly on the basis
of O,C.l., might be considered to help the spinning units in the 
country.

(iii) Jutes (a) In the c ase of Jute textiles outside 
West Bengal, *fche transfer of the working of looms from one unit 
to the other should be effected only after the prior permission 
was accorded for such transfer by the Government concerned.

(b) The Conference took note of the diversification of 
jute products which was already taking place and recommended 
that efforts.,’ in this direction should be further intensified.

(c) Possibilities of further action should be explored 
at a meeting of the Industrial Committee on Jute to be convened 
in Calcutta at an early ¿Late.

(iv) Engineerings The Conference drew the attention of 
the finyarmneTit' to the acute shortage of steel and imported raw 
materiX*n for all industries' - big, small and medium - and 
urged that unless immediate steps were taken by Government in
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this regard, a large number of full or partial closures would 
take place in this important sector of the national economy*

(v) General: (a) The Standing Orders might be so amended 
that no shift v/orking should be closed without two months* notice 
and that no total closure should take place without three 
months * notice to the workers as well as to the Government. 
However, in the case of units of the Engineering industry,, the 
period could be reduced in individual cases, if the State 
Government concerned was satisfied that because of the circum
stances of any particular'unit, a shorter period of notice, not 
less than the existing statutory period of one month, was ade-

' quate. ,

(b) lacunae in the present provision for the lay-off
compensation whereby labour could be denied condensation by 
working nominally for some days in a week after 45 days * lay
off to avoid payment, of compensation should be immediately 
remedied. In the meantime, such practices should not he 
resorted to < '

(c) liquidation proceedings took an unconscionably long 
. time • Where Government was convinced on competent advice that 
a mill, cowany or a unit could not be .worked unless '-.'ownership- 
was changed, some measures • — legal^ if necessary — might be 
devised for an early completion of the liquidation-proceedings 
or the sale by transfer or open auction of such property- even 
before liquidation so that the new party would restart working 
of such units. In the interim, the Government should, as. far 
as possible,- work the mill as a measure of unemployment relief 
with such conditions as agreed to between Government as an 
employer and the workers concerned. In such cases/steps should 
be taken to overcome the difficulties caused by the normal 
fihahcial procedures of Government..

(d) The Government of India should consider favourably 
any request nnming from the state Governments fbr enquiries 
under the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act and in 
conducting such enquiries should associate ths concerned State 
Governments if It so desired.

(Eor a review of the fifteenth session of ike 
Indian labour Conference, please see section U, 
pp. 1-22 of the report of this'Office for July 
1957). <

(Documents of the Conference 
received In this“Office.)

Dns:



12» Activities of Bxtemal Services,

India •-» May 1958»

Participation In Meetings and Conferences

The Director of this Office attended the fifteenth, 
session of labour Ministers * Conference at Nainital on 15 
and 16 May 1958»

Books, Articles» etc.

(a) During the month "110 Bulletin”, Yol V, Ho.2, 
wap published hk by this Office,

(b) During the month a second impression of this 
Office’s publication ’’labour legislation in 
India” was got printed.

Visits

Visitors to the Office included Mr, livchen of the 
Bangalore Office and Mr, All of Geneva Office,



14» Conventions and Recommendations»

India -Bay 195 B»

India and 1»L,O» Conventions» Labour Bureau. Review,

ân article in the Indian Labour Gazette, 7ol,X7,Ro,10, 
for April ' 1958, reviews the position regarding ILO Conventions 
and India» A "brief account of the article is given below.

The article points out that though India has ratified 
only 22 Conventions (and 5 more are being considered for 
ratification), it is necessary to rensmher that, so far 
as India is concerned, certain Conventions have to he leapt 
out of consideration. Of the 107 I»L,0, Conventions,
3 (Ros»105-107) wereadopted bnly in 1957 and are currently 
under examination by"Government, There are 9 Conventions 
(líos» 50, S4, 65, 82-86, 104) which relate to non-metropolitan 
territories or dependent populations and are not applicable 
to a country like India which has neither* Another set of 
Conventions numbering 7 (ïïo s»10,12,25,36, 38,40, 101) relate to 
subjects lilce minimum age, paid holidays, workmen’s compensation 
and social security in agriculture. Their provisions are 
generally far removed from the realities of the economic 
situation in India and they are not of muoh practical interest 
to "this country at present. Similar considerations apply to 
another 5 Conventions' (Ros, 43, 47, 49, 51, 61) calling for 
a rather drastic reduction in the hours of wrk in a number ’ ~ 
of ‘ Industries and Occupations» There are 22 C«sv9stioss(Ho3.7-9, 
23,53-58,68-76,91-93)more Conventions which belong to the 
marítima group. Their' ratification may not, in every case, be 
of equal advantage to all India sea-men until other countries, 
on Those ships Indians are employed in large numbers, also 
agree to ratify them simultaneously. Even so, the .Rational 
Maritime Board Is exploring the possibilities of thêir ' ratifica
tion» Lastly, there aré 4 moré Conventions (Ros,/28,33,34,66) 
which have been replaced by new Ones and are no longer open to 
ratification, A few more have also undergone subsequent revision. 
Thus,if all these categories of Conventions are tept out of view, 
the effective number would ooms to 55¿h It is against this 
gigore that, one should measure the progress, of ratification 
In India, India’s record of progress,'as on'1 April 1958, ' ' ’
shows 22 6oTSvenb4en3 (Ros, 1,4-6,11,14-16,18,19,21,22,25,27,29,32, 
41¿45,80,81,89,90) ratifications with 5 more Conventions (Ros»42, 
65, 88,99,100) -títírej under consideration.



But ratification, reveals only a part of the picture.
It -would indeed have been surprising if India, -which played 
not an insignificant part in the framing of these Conventions, 
had failed to follow them up in practice. In fact, the has 
set up a standing tripartite body - the Committee on Conventions - 
which systematically reviews the position in respect of each 
Convention and explores the possibilities of its actual application 
even when formal ratification may not always be practicable.
This Committee has completed its first round of review, and, 
on its recommendations, three Conventions have already been 
ratified and by-this' the ratification of five more is under 
examination? Th© study made by this Committee has revealed the 
area of actual application of international labour standards 
in India even though the country’s law and practice may,at times, 
fall short of the precise requirements of formal ratification 
of Conventions.

The general account given above covers 79 out of the 107 
Conventions adopted so far. A brief review of the position 
in respect of the remaining 28 as also of the 5 reoommonded 
for ratification by the Committee on Conventions is given in 
thé following paragraphs. For convenience of treatment, these 
have been grouped together according to their subject-matter, 
e,g«, social security, hours of work, protection of young persons, 
etc.

b Social Security.- Convention Ho,17, concerning Workmen’s 
Compnèation (Accidents),1^25, provides for paymen t of compensation 
for'employment injury to' all* employees except those employed 
in agriculture, on ships and as fishermen. Such compensation 
is paid in India under the Workmen’s Compensation Act,1923 and 
the Employees’ State Insurance Act,1948. The combined coverage 
of these two Acts, however, is not as comprehensive as that of 
these the Convention. Legislative provisions in India also fall 
short of the requirements of thé Convention" in oerfcain other 
particulars e.g, the initial waiting period, additional payment 
in c <=rt » in circumstances, etc. Further, there is no provision 
forfeùpply ©f medical and Gurgioal aids under the Workmen’s 
Compensation Aot,1923, though the Employees’ Sf,ate Insurance Act 
1948, provides for medical facilities. It is because of these 
reasons that India has not been able to ratify this Convention,.

" Convention Ho, 2 4 concerning Sickness Insurance (industry),1957, 
ITo,55~coEoerning01d Age Insurance (Industry),1933, Uo«37 concerning
I^valxdrby In'sunSoe (lndusfcry},1933 and Ho.59 concerning Survfevors»
Insurance (Industry), 1923, provides for a system of compulsory_ 
•innnrnnnn against contingencies like sickness, old age, invalidity 
and death. Thé coverage of these Conventions is comprehensive,
Th innlndss mnual and non-manual workers in industrial or commercial 
undertakings, liberal professions and domestic service. In India, 
the benefits payable under the Employees’ State Insurance Act,1948, 
are in the first instance, limited to factory workers and the 
survivors* benefit and the invalidity benefit are payable only 
when death or invalidity results from employment injury«. - Again, . . 
thé social insurance system does not as yet include old age pensions 
though provident fund benefits are available to workers in minesj 
plantations and a large number of factory industries^



Couvent ion. Ho >44 concerning Unemployment Provision, 19S4* 
provides for payrsnt to all persons habitually employed for.wages 
or salary* cash benefits during unemployment» This benefit is to 
be provided out of an insurance fund» Even though Indiaa law 
provides for paymen t of compensation on retrenchment and during 
lay-off it has not yet been found practicable to introduce any 
general scheme of unemployment insurance at the present stage of 
the country*s economic development»

Convention Bo»103 concerning Maternity Protection* 1952* 
provides for maternity benefits in the shape of cash and medical 
facilities» Such benefits are to b e provided either out of 
public funds or -through a system of sooial insurance» The coverage 
of the Convention is also comprehensive» In India, maternity 
benefits are available to most of the Women workers* e»g** those 
employed in factories* mines and plantations and some sections of 
the building industry» But the relevant laws do not always require 
provision of medical facilities» Such facilities are available 
only underthe Employees’ State Insurance Act*1958* and the 
Plantations Labour Act* 1951* A few other Acts provide for additional 
cash payment in lieu of such facilities» Again* except under the 
Employees* State Insurance Act, 1948, maternity benefits are 
provided by the employers and not out of public funds nor through 
any system of Insurance as required by the Convention, Thus* 
even though women workers in India enjoy most of the benefits 
provided for under the Convention, India has not been able to ratify 
it as the Indian law and practice do not fully satisfy all its 
technical .requirements»

Convention Ho,102 concerning Hinimum Standards of Social
Security* 1952* i's a comprehensive instrument which lays down" 
mi-nnTwim standards In respect of benefits payable in a large number 
of contingencies including those covered by the other individual 
Conventions, The ratification of this Convention was considered 
by the Committee on Conventions» It was found* however, that though 
the law an d practice in India broadly satisfied the minimum 
requirements of ratification* thé principal difficulty was the 
minimum permissible coverage required for such ratification. The 
minimum coverage envisaged is 50 percent of all employées employed 
in Industrial work places employing 20 persons or more. It is 
expected that when the 'Employees* State Insurance Scheme has been 
implemented in a few more industrial areasi It would be possible 
for India to fulfill this condition about coverage» The question 
of ratification of the Convention would be taken pp at that 
stagey -
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Hours of Work»- Convention Ho«30 concerning; Hours of Work 
(Commerce and Offices),Ï95Q, provide a for a 48-hour week and"^ 
an 8-hour day and prescribes a maximum daily spread-over of 9-hour s. 
It applies to persons employed in commercial or trading establishments 
including postal* telegraph and telephone services, establishments 
and administrative services in which persons are engaged in office 
■work and to mixed commercial and industrial establishments« The 
hours of work in shops and commercial establishments in Indi^are 
regulated by the different State Acts on the subject. Tfhile a 
48-hour week and an 8-hour day have been prescribed in a number of 
these Acts, the provision is not uniform throughout the country.
The coverage of these Acts also is not as wide as that of the 
Convention. The hours of work followed in Government establishments 
like Posts and Telegraphs an dAdministrative Offices, however* 
generally satisfy the requirements of the Convention. The question 
of having a central law providing, inter alia, for uniform hours of 
work in shops, commercial establishments, etc., was examined by 
the Indian Labour Conference, the Standing Labour Committee and 
the Committee on Conventions. It was* hbunudr, felt that it would 
be preferable to leave discretion in the matter to the State 
Governments* Accordingly, the Central Government has oiroulated 
a model bill on the subject for adoption by theS-^ates with such 
modifications as may be warranted by local conditions.

The provisions regarding hoars of work as contained in
Convention Ho.46 concerning Hour's of' iVork (Coal Hines),1935,
are generally satisfied in practice in India. However*' the
rigid manner in which these hours are to be calculated differs 
from the Indian practice* There are certain other rigid provisions

-H-a regarding overtime etc., which are not fully met by the 
provisions in Indian law. Though It has not been possible for"
India to ratify ‘the Convention because of its rigid provisions* 
the substance of the more important provisions has been incorporated 
àn the Hines Act*1952. Inci dentally, this particular Convention 
has not yet come to force as it hag not yet received the required 
number of ratifications and the International Labour Organisation 
is considering a revision of this Convention* with a view to 
removing its rigidity and making it acceptable to a larger number 
of countries »

Convention Ho.67 concerning Hours of Work* and Best Periods, . 
(ROnrpprryisport)*1930, contemplât os a 48-hour week and an 8-hour.
day and' applies to'all road transport vehicles* public or private* 
engaged in the transport of passengers or goods* The Motor Vehicles. 
Act 1939 as emended in 1956 regulates the hours of work for drivers 
of transport vehicles in India and the hours of work in public motor 
transport undertakings ore regulated by the rules framed under the 
Minimum WQge3 Act. But the coverage of these laws falls, short 
of the scope of the Convention* and their provisions also do not 
fully meet its requirements. Legislation for regulating the 
conditions of work in rond transportas under Govendaent *s
consideration. VHien this proposed law is enacted* it may be 
possible for India to apply, the principles ofthis Convention 
.more fully*.



Protection of Young Persons»-» Convention Ho»59 concerning 
Minimum Age (Industry),1937, in its application'to India, prohibits 
employment of children under 12 years in power-using factories 
employing raoro than 10 persons, of children under IS in work 
connected with transport of passengers or goods or mails by rail 
or in the handling of goods at docks, quays and charges, and of 
children under 15 in mines and quarries ns also in dangerous 
and utihealthy occupations» The provisions under the Factories Act* 
1948, the Mines Act, 1952, and the Employment of Children Act,1930, 
generally meet the requirements of the Convention» But there is 
an additional provision in thcConvention that young persons between 
IS and 17 ane not to be employed in factories and those between 
15 and 17 in mines unless they have been medically certified as fit 
for such work» While the provision in the Factories Act,1948, 
satisfies this condition, the Mines Act,1952, requires a medical 
certificate for fitness to work as an adult only in respect of 
employment in work underground» It has not been found possible 
to extend this provision to all young persons w nr king in mines 
and because of this technical difficulty, the Convention could not 
be ratified»

Convention Ho»60 concerning Minimum Aga (lTon-Irdustrial 
Employment), 1937, vhich contactas "special provisions for India, 
prohibits tbie employmen t of children under IS in non-industrial 
occupations like shops, offices, ho-^^s,etc» The minimum age 
for employment prescribed In the different State Acts concerning 
shops and commercial establishments varies from 12 to ,14* They 
also do not contain any specific provision that youn g persons 
under 17 should not be employed in non-industrial employment 
deemed to be hazardous», India could not ratify this Convention 
due to these deficiencies*

Convention Mo¿77 concerning Medical Examination of Young Persons 
(Industry),1945 and 78 concerning'Medical Examination of Young Persons
'(Bon-Industriai Occupations )'àï945i require medical examination for T
fitness" for employment of all young persons under 18 and their 
annual re-examination until they attain the age of 18 (until 21 
years in occupations involving high health risks)* In the case of 
India, the respective age limits have been lowered from 18 years 
to 15 and from 21 years to 19* The provisions in the Factories Act 
1948 fully satisfy, the conditions laid down in Convention Ho«77*.
The Mines Act,1952, also generally meets its requirements in respect 
of mine workers* However, there is no provision in the latter Aot 
for medical examination beyond 18 years as required in the Convention» 
So far as non-industrial occupations are concerned, the State 
enactments concerning shops and commercial establishments do not 
generally prescribe any pre-employment medical examination*



The special provisions for I^dia contained in Convention 
TTo»79 concerning Hight Work of Young Perçons (îTon-Industrial^ccupations)
1948, prohibit the employment, during night, in non-indusiarial
occupations of children helor? tho ago of 12, of children over 12 
years, if subject to full-time school attendance and of other young 
persons under 15 years* Under the Sf,ate Acts covering shops and 
commercial establishments, night work of ohildron and young persons 
is generally prohibited during a period of 10 to 12 hours. But as 
there are ooms other provisions in the Convention which are 
not fully met by theoo Aots, the Convention could not be ratified.

Freedom of -Association»- Convention TTo»87 concerning Freedom 
of Association and Protection of the Bight to Organise, 1948, guarantees 
to all workers and employers the right to establish and join '
organisations of their own choice. These organisations should be 
able to determine their objects, draw up their own rules and carry out 
their activities in full freedom. Convention Ho,98 concerning the 
Right to Organise and to Collcctive~Bargaining 1949, provides adequate 
protection against measures of anti-union discrimination and also 
protects workers* and employers* organisations against mutual acts 
of interference in their establishment, functioning and administration. 
It further requires that appropriate machinery should bo established 
for ensuring the free exercise of the right to organise and for 
encouraging collective bargaining,. The Constitution of India 
guarantees freedom of association to all citisens subject only to 
such reasonable restrictions as may ,be imposed by the State in the 
interests of public order or morality. Even though, employers and 
workers are at complete liberty to organise themselves, the Government 
of India has not been able to ratify Convention îïo«87 mainly 
because of certain legal difficulties arising from the interpretation 
of some of its articles^Mille> on the one hand, it lays down 
that trade unions should* in exerfiising their rights, respect the 
law of the land it stipulates on the other that the law of the land 
should not be suchas to Impair the guarantees provided for in the 
Convention, The Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926, accords legal 
protection to registered trade unionsj but in order to secure 
registration the unions have to fulfil the conditions laid down 
ia the ^ot* The extent to which these conditions' can be said to be 
in qnnnnnnnnQ with the stipulation laid down in the Convention Is 
not clear* Also, the Second Five Tear Plan contains some suggestions 
for strengthening trade union organisation in this country. These 
measures, if implemented* might also be construed to be contrary to the 
Convention, Another difficulty has been that even though civil : 
servants are free to organise themselves and get their unions. . i 
registered* certain restrictions have been imposed on the functioning

civil servants’ unions* particularly in tho matter of direct 
action* The Convention itself does not dealwith the rightto striiB 
but the possibility of such a right being considered to be an 
integral part óf trade unions rights in general cannot be ruled 
out, símil nr doubts and difficulties have been felt by a number 
of other countries also,; This situation has prompted the I,L,0, 
Committee ofEsperts on the Application of Conventions and
o commendations/in 1959î- It is hoped that the Committee would be 

a position to suggest some way out*
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There is northing in the law or regulations relating to 
trade unions which goes , againstthe Convention No»98* The 
Government of T^dia has, however, thought it advisable to 
defer ratification of this Convention until such tine as a final 
decision could be taken in respect of the basic Convention ÏFo»87*

Safety*- Convention No>15 concerning the Use of «hîte Lead 
in Painting,1921 » prohibits the use of white lead and sulphate of 
lead and of all products containing these pigments in internal 
painting of buildings* So far ns factories are concerned, the 
use of white lead is regulated by legal provisions» Bub as the 
Convention is applicable to any plaise where painting is done it 
has not been found practicable to enforce similar provisions over 
so wide an area*

Convention I-To»G2 concerning Safety Provisions (Building), 1937,
provides for the maintenance of'safety psasures and appliances
in the building industry* Although there is no legislation in India 
in respect of safety provisions in the build.ing and construction 
industry there are certain provisions on tills subject in -the 
bye-laws framed by municipal authorities to control construction 
of buildings» etc»., and regulatory provisions have been incorporated 
in the contract forms of the Central Public Works Department, 
Military Engineering Service and,for other public works* Labour 
regulations on similar lines have been introduced in the contract 
forms of some State Governments and Port Authorities also» It has, 
however, not been possible to ratify, the Convention because of Its 
wide coverage and the difficulty of securing enforcement of safety 
regulations in respect of all building operations»

Migrant Labour,- Convention Ho,48 concerning Maintenance of 
Migrants» Pension Rights,1935, seeks to establish nn •
scheme for maintenance of rights in respect of compulsory invalidity, 
old age and widows' and orphans« insurance* Such
Institutions do not exist In Indiakt present» The Employees»
State Insurance Scheme provides for survivors» benefits only in 
respect of death due to employment injury and is applicable only 
to factory workers.

, CptmÈ*ott.yo»97 concerning Migration for Employment. 19A9. lOVs down the msasures to oe adopted Ty~t& Member States for proteÎtinT 
the interests of migrant workers* it deals with such matters âs 
the placmgs of migrants in employment^ transport arrangements. ’ 
protection of the health* safety and welfare of migrant workers* 
repatriation* importation of personal effects,, tools and equipment

^^eran-bs for bmployment.eto». The'Indian Emigration 
Act,1922, and the Indian Emigration Mbs, 1922, cover most of the 
provisions contained in the Convention* As regards irniigration» 
however, there is no special problem in India as the Government 
is, of the view that having regard to the climatic and other 
conditions of this country* it would not be advisable to bring 
the field workers of foreign extraction on any considerablè Jnmle- 
The existing regulation do not also, permit any larEo-ssalo immigration 
into India» Government did not consider it necessary to ratifv the Convention in view of the negligible quantum of migration * 
either into or out of India at present.



Other Conventions*- Convention Bo* 2 concering Pnemployment> 
1919, requires the establishment of free publio employmenfe “ 
agencies underthe control of a central authority and regular 
supply of information to the Ï.L.G. on un-employment and measures 
taten or contemplated to combat it* India has a National 
Employment Service which is free and open to all3 hut difficulties 
of a purely technical nature in the matter of regular supply of 
information as required by the Convention stand in the nay of its 
ratification* In fact, the Convention was once ratified by 
India but ratification had to be denounced later duo to these 
difficulties*

Convention No*20, c one er niig Night f-ork (Bakeries).1925.
prohibits night work In bakeries during 11 p.n* to 5 a.M. or 
10 P*H*; to 4 Ail'», but permits exemption of a permanent as well 
as temporary natures« Ifa a number of States in India, bakeries 
come under the Shop Acts which, by prescribing opening and closing 
hours, do in effect prohibit night work* But the total number of 
units and their average employment throughout the country are 
not significant enough to Justify any spebial legislation for 
the prohibition of night work in bakeries«

Convention Mo*52, concerning Holidays with Pay, 195S,provides 
for the grant of an annaul holiday with pay for at least' six 
working days on completion of one year’s continuous service* The 
Convention Is applicable to factories« mines, construction wörks 
and a large number of non-industrial occupations* The provisions 
under the Factories Act,1348, the Hines Act,1952, andthe ShCp 
Acts generally satisfy the requirements of the Convention and 
are at times, even much more liberal hut there are a number of 
occupations listed in the Convention Which arenofc covered by 
any law In India in this respect* Ithas, therefore, not been 
possible for India to ratify this Convention*

Convention No*94 concerning Labour Claas'es (Public Contracts),
1949, lays down that contracts given out by public authorities
should contain clauses ensuring to the workers concerned war-es 
(including allowances), hours of work and other conditions of . 
work« which are not less favourable than those established for 
work of the same character in ’the trade or industry concerned '
In the district* It also provides that adequate measures should 
be taken to ensure fair and reasonable conditions of health« 
safety and welfare of the workers concerned*

At present the agreement form In force in the C«P.W,T>* 
contracts Includes a fair wage clause* Labour regulations 
have been framed to ensure proper implementation of this 
clause* The contractors are further required to observe 
all rules, framed by Government .from time to time, for the 
protection of health and sanitary arrangements for workers 
employed by them.under any C.P.W.D. contract* Necessary liodel 
Pules have be en framed for this purpose. Some of the State . 
Governments have also introduced a fair wäge clause in their 
contract forms and framed labour regulations on similar lines 
for the protection of workers engaged In building'works 
undertaken by their contractors^ Ih has, however^ been possible 
to apply the Coxrvontion only in respect of contracts relating to 
publio works• She application of Its provisions to other 
categories of public contracts as required by the Convention has
not been found practicable^ ..



Convention Ho« 95, concerning Protection of Wares» 1949, 
aims as prevention of unfair practices in regard to the payment 
of workers • wages through prohibition of unauthorised deductions! 
abolition of.abuses connected with payments in time; regulation 
of work stores, periodicity, time and place of wage payment; 
the treatment of wares’os a privileged debt and exemption from 
attachment of a part of wages necessary for the rvBn-fcfynn-nr-n 
of the worker and his family« The principles underlying the 
Convention have been accepted by India and statutory provisions 
for protection of wages exist under the Payment of Waces Act,
1935» But the coverage of this Act falls short of the coverage 
of the Convention which applies to all categories of industrial 
and non-industrial workers* It is because of this difficulty 
that it has not been possible for India to ratify this Convention»

Convention Ho» 95, concerning Fee-charging Employment 
Agencies, 1949^ provides for the progressive abolition 
of fee-charging employment agencies or for proper regulation 
of such agencies« A National Employment Service is functioning 
in India and the number of fee-charging employment agencies 
is small« Their scale and area of operation also are not so 
significant* It has, therefore, not been considered necessary 
to take any special measures fortheir regulation*

( Indian Labour Cazette,Vol«X7,Ho*10, 
April ' 1958> pp* 987-995 ).

’L>
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52« Publio Firn no e and Fiscal Policy»

India - Eüay 1958«

The Pittance Act, 1958 ( Ko« 11 of 1958 )»

Th8 Piaaroe Bill (vide pages 1-2 of the report 
of this Office for April 1958) as passed by the 
Parliament received the assent of the President 
on 29 April 1958 and has been gazetted as Act Bo.ll 
of 1958« The Act implements thé budget proposals 
for 1958-59 (vide pages 24-29 of the report of this 
Office for îîarch 1958)#

(The Gazette of, India ¿Extraordinary^ ‘ 
Part II# Section 1, 29 April 1958,

, pp.. 37-58 ),

*L*



34« Economie Planning »Control and Dovelopmont*

India - May 1958»

P*S, Technical Md to Indiàg Eight Agreements
Concluded*

The Governments of "India and the U*S»A* on 28 Ifey 
1958, sighed eight I^do-American Programme Agreements 
under which India will receive 285*555 dollars in 
technical assistance for ground water exploration* "live
stock improvement* industrial research, health* co-operative 
membership, education and agriculture*

The projects represent a portion of 6*3 million 
dollars programme of technical assistance to India under 
the U.S.Fiscal Year 1958*

(The Statesman* 28 15ay 1958)*

•I»’



The Gift Tax, 1958 (ho> 18 of 1958)»

The Gift Tax Bill (vide pages 59-60 of the 
report of this Office for Harch 1958) as passed 
By Parliament received the assent of the President 
on 15 Hay 1958 and has been gazetted' as Act ho.18 
of 1958. The Act provides for the levy of gift-tax*

(The Gazetteof India,Extraordinary, 
Part II, Sect ion" 1, 16 Hay 1958,

pp. 75-100).

*L»



Development Ccrimep. established for Oil-based and
Plastica Industries»

In exercise of the poners conferred tinder thè 
Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951> 
the Gentral Government has declared that the 
Development Council established on 4 March 1958 
for oil-based industries (vide page 58 of the report 
of this Office for March 1958) shall be re-designated 
as the Development Council for Oil-based and Plastics 
Industries and has further directed that in the . 
previous notification issued in March 1958"for thè 
words »Oil-based Industries* the words’Oil-based and 
Plastics Industries’ shall be substituted in the 
opening paragraph«

(Notification SO 957j dated
26 May 195 8f the Gasette of Indiai 
Part II, Section 5, Sub-Section ii, 
3l May 1958, page 834 ) •

*1»’



55» Productivity»

India -May 1958»

Madras* State Productivity- Council set up»

At a meeting of employers, employees and others 
-iseluded interested in productivity, held in Madras 
on 2S May 1958, it was decided to sot up a Productivity 
Council for Madras» The meeting which was attended* 
among others, hy Shri H.D» Shourie, Officer on Special 
Duty, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, and Mr« J.B» 
Shearer, Chief of the I.L.O. Productivity Mission, was
presided byer by Shri E« Venkataraman, State Minister 

for Industries«

Inaugurating the meeting, Shri Venkataranan said 
that the Productivity Centre of the Government of India 
had organised two projects in this State, one at 
Coimbatore and another at Madras under the auspices of 
the Institute of Management«



*tr
Shri H*D* Shourie^the Ministry of Coamerce and 

Industryafter explaining the work done by the Council 
to rouse productive consciousness said that the Council 
■was also organising training in productivity subjects*
Under the training programme they had recently set up 
a committee to determine the availability of technical“ 
personnel in the country» In the light of the informa
tion available in reply to the questionnaire issued by 
the Committee, the programme of training would be prepared* 
The other activity of the Council incliried the undertaking 
of research in productivity subjects^ and the encourage
ment or technical exchange within the country and in the 
international sphere* A textile industry team from 
Coimbatore recently visited .Ahmedabad and produced a useful 
report* In the course ôf the next three years, it was 
proposed to send 38 technical teams abroad* They would 
also encourage the sending of trainees abroad for longer 
periods of training»; Their target for the coming three 
years was 140 trainees* 40 in 1959* and 50 each in I960 
and 1981* For financing all these programmes* the money 
set apart by the Government of India would b e supplemented 
by help from, international agencies* For the current 
financial year* the Government of India had set apart 
1 million rupees* This was not the ceiling* The financial 
assistance made available would depend on the size of 
their performance* Ho also said that the national Council 
would assist the State Productivity Council by contribut
ing a rupee for every rupee of subscription raised by It*

(The Hindu* 27 I3ay 1958 )•

»L«



56* liages» 

India - May 1958»

ttfaiimm Wages (Amendment) Bill» I958< Eon-Official Bill
Introduced in Parliament*

Shri E.L» BalmiM (Congress - Uttar Pradesh) introduced 
in the Lok Sabha on 2 Hay 1958, a Bill to amend the wiiTftqnm 
Wages Act>1948* According to the Statement of Objects and 
Seasons Sf the Bill, the Minimum Wages Act>1948 has been in 
force since 1948, but the State Governments have not framed 
rules for the determination of over-timewngea to the ençloyees 
working over-time in thé scheduled employments* This is 
resulting in an injustice to the employees and also it 
contravenes Article 29 of the Constitution wherein it is 
stated that no one will be forced to work without any 
payment and begar shall be treated as an offence* But 
in actual practice, the lack of corresponding rules for 
the determination of over-time wages in the States has 
resulted in employees working over-time without payment*
It is therefore proposed to amend section 14 of the '
Minimum Wages Act,1948, fear the determination of over-time 
wages at a rate double the ordinary wages*

(The Gazette of lndia,Extraordinary, 
Part II> Section 2, 2 May 1958>

pp* 631-632 )*

’I?



57« Salaries,

India - May 1958,

Andhrat Committee set up to enquire into Government 
Officials* Pay Scales«

The Andhra Pradesh Government has announced the appointment ' 
of a five-member committee headed by the Finance Minister, Shri K, 
Brahmnnonda Peddi, to enquire into the pay and service conditions 
of lowpaid State Government employees.

The committee is to mate an "adequate, if not elaborate", 
enquiry into the living conditions of its low-paid employees and 
to recommend appropriate action as speedily as possible in regard 
to their grievances,

According to the committee*b terms of reference, it vri.ll enquire 
into and mate recommendations regarding the existing structure of 
pay scales of the various categories of Government employees the 
minimum, of «hose scale of pay is 250 rupees or less and the existing 
service conditions -with particular reference to leave and pensionary 
benefits. Employees in industrial undertakings of the Government 
are excluded from the scope of the enquiry.

In making Its recommendations, the committee has been anted to 
keep in vie« the present finances of the State Government* Any 
recommendations mhich the committee might mate should not impinge ' 
uoon the size and the orderly execution of the Second Five-Year Plan, 
nor on the available re sources earmarked or the execution of 
planned programmes,

ThQ committee is authorised to mate recommendations for a 
rationalised structure of pay scales by minimising, as far as 
practicable, the number of pay scales at present .obtaining*

Th® committee has also been authorised to mate recommendations 
for any measure of interim relief if it considers that it -would 
take til© for making its final recommendations.

(The Deccan Herald, 21 Káy 1958 )*^

«L*
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38« Housing» 

India -May 1958»

Stato Housing Board Inaugurated»

A State Housing Board for Jiadras State -was inaugurated 
on 15 ¿lay 1958« Speaking on the occasion Shri 3«Venkataranan> 
Minister for Industries and Housing, said that siore than 
one department had teen dealing /with the subject •Housing*, 
and it was therefore considered necessary to have a co
ordinating agency to deal rrith the .housixg schemes, £c®u M* Vq-J 
EarijanSj weavers^ fishermen^ etc»,; will also be brought 
under the Housing Board in course of time« He hoped ' 
better progress “would be made in the implementation of 
slum, improvement schemes« Ho indicated the need for a 
statutory Housing Board« to take charge of every aspect 
of housings and to be a more effective instrument for 
laying down not only policy but to execute all housing 
schemes in the near future«

(The Hindu,' 18 Kay, 1958 )•

»L«



Official Team Secomaends Statutory Housing Corporations
”” for Slim Clearance»

The selected buildings projects team set up by the 
Committee on Plan Projects of the National Development 
Council has suggested in its report the formation of 
statutory housing corporations in the States and a 
statutory housing corporation at the Centre«

The report of the team says that the suitable a gency 
for organising slum, clearance was a statutory corporation 
or a board with a chairman and an appropriate number of 
directors«; The proposed statutory housing corporations in 
the States should be autonomous bodies charged with implement
ing the housing programmes included in the second Five Year 
Plan* They should also formulate regional planning policies«?

The report* among others^ suggested the award of annual 
prizes for observing certain oodes of conduct consistently»' 
adoption of preventive measures to curb the growth of slums» 
including steps to stop the influx of population from villages 
to cities and inculcating clean habits in the people in new 
colonies which, face the danger of relapsing into .slums«-.

The team. suggests that the Central Government should; 
finalise a model term planning Bill after obtaining expert 
advice and make it available to the States as early as possible»
The report says that the allocation of 200 million rupees 
for slum clearance and sweepers* quarters in the second Plan 
is "very inadequate"». T^e national Buildings Organisation has 
estimated that 100 million to 200 million thousand rupees 
would be needed to demolish slums and develop those areas«.

The report says that an idea of the housing needs in India 
can be had from the fGct that the urban population»aooordfing 
to the last census reports» increased by 10»0 million during’
1931-41 and by 18.1 million during 1941-51» As against this» 
the number of occupied houses in urban areas increased by 1«8 
million and 1»7 million, catering to an additional population 
of about 9 million and 8*5 million respectively»

The housing shortage thus in 1951 was 2»5 million ■ (on the broad 
assumption that each household means a separate house)»

"The number of homes required to be constructed during 1951-Sl 
to meet the shortage is estimated at 8«9 million which takas into 
account the shortage of 2»5 million horses in 1951» houses required for 
a 33 per cent increase in population during 1951-61 and replacement 
of existing houses which are overaged"» says the report»:

”0n the other hand» it is estimated that during the same period 
only about three million dwelling units would be constructed in urban 
areas by the public authorities and private agencies». Thus the 
shortage in housing by 1961 is likely to be twice the figure in 
1951% .

(The Statesman» 23 lTay 1958 )»

it. t



39« International Economic Relations«

India ~ May 1958»

India signs provisional trade agreement with Burma»

A provisional agreement has been reached on 10 Moy 
1958, between India and Burma regarding measures bo be 
taken to promote trade between the two countries» A 
communique announcing the conclusion of the provisional 
agreement, saidthah a list of commodities in respect of 
which promotional measures would be taken ind been 
drawn up» The agreement, It soldi is subject, however, 
to the approval of the two Governmentsi when its terms 
and conditions will be announced«

A five-year trade agreement was reached between 
the two countri es for the development and expansion 
of commerce and diversification and balancing of trade 
in September 1956 (vide section 39> pp«31-33 of the 
report of this Office for the month of October 1956)«

(The Hindustan Times^ 10 Hay 1958)

»L»



CHAPTER 5, TOR3ŒHGC0HDITI0HS AflP LITOg STANDARDS,

IKDIA- - 1958»

50» General«,

Ad hoc Transport Administrative Committee set up»

A lie solution dated 5 Hay 1958, of* the m-ni^ry of 
Transport and Communications, Government of India, published 
on 10 Kay 1958, states that in order to secure the fuller 
developmsn t of road motor transport and its expansion to meet 
the demand created by the Second Five Year Plan, it is essential 
that there should be suitable machinery in the States to look 
after the various problems facing the industry and to plan and " 
foster its development» It is felt that -the existing administra
tive set-up in most States is concerned more with the regulation 
of motor transport rather than its planned development» To assist 
the States in reorganising their transport administration, the 
Governmen t of India has decided to appoint an Ad Hoc Committeo 
to conduct a comprehensive enquiry and make rocoîmSrSatïôns~fôr 
the re-qrganisétgon of the transport administrative set-up in 
the States»

The Committee consists of Shri K»R. Hasani, Member, Lok Sabha, 
as chairman and nine other members» The terms of reference of 
the Committee are as follows:—

(1) to survey the existing maéhiaæry for the administration of 
motor transport in the Statès, with particular reference to the 
■working of the Regional Transport Authorities and State Transport 
Authorities and their suitability to look after the development 
and coordination and regulation of road transport consistently with 
the economic development of thé ■ country vis-a-vis our successive 
Five Year Plans and the need to expand motor transport to rural areas 
in order to develop village economy;

(2) to suggest a model administrative set-up which will ensure:

(a) the fair and speody disposal of applications for permits:
(b) the healthy growth of motor transport,providing efficient 

services and adequate amenities to the public:
(c) the elimination of inhibitory factors which stand in 

thé way of tho develop® n t of motor transport;
(d) adequate development of truck-trailer combination?;
(e) the fullest use of available road facilities and transport 

vehicles; and
(f) proper coordination with the activities and functions 

of the Inter-State Transport Commission; and

(5) to make any other recommendation germano to the subject 
matter bhe enquiry# _ .......

(The Gazette of ’Indin,Part I,Section 1,
10 May 1958, page 155 )<.

•r •



Conditions of Tfork of Staff on Indian Railways;
Railway Board’s Annual Report for 1956-1957«

The following information regarding the conditions 
of work of railway employees in India during the year 
ending SI March 1957, is taken from the Annual Report 
of the Railway Board on Indian Railways for 1956-1957*«

Number of railway employees,- The total number of 
employees, permanent and temporary, on all Indian Railways 
(including Non-Government Railways) and in the office of 
the Railway Board and other offices subordinate thereto, 
excluding staff employed on construction'at the end of 
1956-57 was "1,054,408 as compnrdd with 1,026,559 at the 
end of 1955-56# fin increase of 27,809o

AsCompared with the previous year, there has been 
an increase in the total number of employed on Government 
Railways during 1956-57 by 27,462 on open line and by 2,055 
on construction.

Recruitment and promotion,- Pour hundred and twenty- 
three appointments, temporary and permanent, were made 
in the Gazetted Railway Services by direct recruitment 
during theyear«

Eighty-one permanent promotions to Class I Service 
were made durirg the year from Class II and Class HI 
Sorvices» The Railway Board have decided to introduce 
the Departmental promotion committee’s procedure for 
permanent promotion from Class II Service to Class I Service 
and this had been in vogue from tie “year under review»
Under this procedure a#quota of 33<l/2 per cent has been 
reserved for Departmental Officers and 16-2/3 percent 
for Officers of the Ex-State Railways«

Railway Staff College,Baroda«- During the year the 
capacity of the Railway Staff College at Baroda was increased 
from 30 to liO* During the year, 12 sessions were held for 
training the officers, of which 5 were for probationary officers 
„■„a 7 for temporary officers, A total of 325 officers went 
through the College during the year, In addition, on officer 
from the Nepal Government Railways also received training in 
the regular courses of the College«

# Governnent of India«, "Ministryof Railways (Railway Board); 
Report by the Raii-WBoard oh Indian Railways for 1956-1957« 
Volume I«' Published by the Manager of Publications,Delhi, 
1958« PP« iii * 159*



In order to deal with the large number of classes 
as a result of the increase in the number of trainees* 
four additional posts of Instructors were created» In 
order to give the trainee officers the benefit nP 
knowledge of the officers dealing with specialised 
subjects and of the experience of various practices 
•following followed on different Railways, officers 
from Railways were invited to give lectures on different
subjects. During the year nine visiting officers came 

to this College for giving lectures to trainee officers*

The Railway Service Commissions at Allahabad, Bombay, 
Calcutta and Madras continued to„ conduct recruitment of 
Class III. staff for tho Indian Railways during the year 
under review* Seven hundred and sixty thousand eight- 
hundred and twenty-two applications were received by the 
Commissions, out of which 37,457 applicants wore selected 
for nontechnical. vacancies and 9,587 for technical 
categories*. f

Training schools.— There are at,present 40 training 
schools functioning on Railways inoluding one each for 
the'Chittdranjan Locomotive Works and the Integral Coach 
Factory* Some of them are Traffic Training Schools where 
recruits are trained in the duties of station'masters, 
signallers, guards,, booking and. parcel clerks,etc » Refresher 
and promotion courses for staff already in service are also 
provided in a large number of these schools* In sone 
schools Loco running staff and permanent way staff are also 
trained*

To meet thé immediate needs for the large number of 
engineering personnel required on the Railways end also 
to initiate and develop the schemes of establishing adequate 
and suitable facilities on a permanent basis, throe Technical 
1'raining Contrés - one each at Khow, Shahjahanpur and.IIadhupur, 
had been set up between October’ and...December 195S to inpart 
training to apprentice assistant inspector of works, draftsmen, 
estimators, tracers and works inistriéq for the Central and 
We stem,«ai Northern an d îîôrth Eastern and Eastern and 
South Eastern Railways respectively* The training capacity 
of the Centres at Mhow, Shahjahanpur and Hadhupur is 200,
150 and 500 respectively and this is being utilised fully 
by the Railway Administrations concerned*.

Indian Railways continue to maintain various Technical 
Training Schools for imparting theoretical training to the ' 
apprentice meohanics and trade apprentices in the mechanical, 
electrical and signal and tele-communication departments and 
to the apprentice train examiners in the Mechanical Department*. 
Practical training facilities exist in the Railway Workshops*:
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Relations with labour,— The relations between -the * 
Bail-way Administrations and labour were generally satis- 
factory# The Workii^ Committee of the Rational Federation 
of Indian Railwayman..net three tines during the year wader 
review# At the se meetings resolutions relating mainly to 
procedural difficulties# ‘ internal working of the unions# 
unity among workers# etc## were adopted#'

Permanent negotiating machinery,- The Permanent 
negotiating Haohinery which, was set up by the Railways 
in 1952 with a view to maintaining contact with Labour 
and resolving disputes and differences which may arise 
between them and Administrations continued to function 
satisfactorily during the period under review* On the 
seven zonal Railv/ays, forty eight meetings were held at 
the Headquarters level and nine hundred meetings were held 
at District and Divisional level# The discussions covered 
a wide range of subjects#

At the second tier of the Haohinery# however# due to a 
combination of circumstances, no quarterly meeting between 
the Railway Boaid and the Rational Federation of Indian 
Railwayman could be held during this period! also# no

discussions could be held in regard to thetwo terms of 
reference to the Ad Eoo Tribunal which remained unsettled#
In a meeting with the representatives of the recognised 
labour unions held on 10 February 1957, the Hon’ble Minister 
for Railways announced a redistribution of posts leading 
to an appreciable increase in the number of posts in the 
higher grades with corresponding reduction in the posts 
in the lower grades# This was intended to improve the ' 
chances of promotion of nearly 170,000 employees# This 
mot partially the demands of the labour listed under one 
of the two pending items of reference to the Tribunal#

The Staff Councils and Staff Committees on Railways 
functioned satisfactorily# The staff deliberations of 
these bodies were useful in promoting better understanding 
between the Administration and the staff#

Labour ivelfare: (a) Schools #-• During 1956-57 there 
wre l‘S7 schools run by the Railways# These schools which 
had a total population of S4#571 pupils continued to function 
satisfactorily during the year# 4

(b) Staff benefit fund#-. A contribution of two rupees 
pQr employee was made from Railway Revenues to the Staff 
Benefit Fund during the year# The Fund was managed by a ? 
Committee with the Senior Deputy General Manager as Chairman# 
During the year the Fund paid a total amount of 1,521,75S rupees 
bv wav of distress relief, sickness benefit# education and 
recreation for the employees and their children, etc#



(o) Canteens»*« Section 46 of the Factor ids Act, 1948, 
imposes a statutory obligation on employer s to provide 
canteens in factories employing more than 250 workers«
In addition to canteens compulsory under the statute, 
canteens are also provided on railways where there is large 
concentration of staff as a measure of staff amenity« Hany 
such canteens have "been opened« TTith a view to associating 
the staff served by the canteen increasingly and actively 
in the management of canteens,, the management of the canteens 
is to b e ontrusted to Committees of management consisting 
of duly elected representatives of the staff for whose benefit 
the canteens are run, representatives of shareholders of the 
co-operative society, if the canteen is managed by one, and 
the representatives of the Railway«

(d.) Holiday Homos»- Progress made with the schema for 
providing holiday’ homes for hon-gazetted staff was considered ’ 
satisfactory« The patronage, though quite popular was» however, 
net encouraging» The report observes that holidaying is a 
novelty among this class of staff but it is expected to spread 
gradually«

~(e) Childrens Camps»- This new activity, started, in 
1955-56, evoked c onsi "derable response during the year» Fourteen 
camps were held during 1956-57 as against 10 camps during 
1955-56#

The expenditure on these camps is primarily met from the 
Staff Benefit Fund and the amount payable by the parents’is 
inpt low so as to bring the benefit within the reach of the 
lower-paid staff • Besides affording tie children glimpses 
of the country outside their normal surroundings those carps 
provide on opportunity for the children to mix toother in 
outdoor life and to participate in healthy debates, elocution, 
variety entertainments, sports, etc« Th&se camps are greatly 
appreciated by the staff and children#

(f) Scholarships for technical education«- A new feature 
introduced during the year was a soheme. of awarding scholarships 
from the Staff Benefit Fund to children of Kailway employees 
for prosecution of technical education« One thousand such 
scholar shijs ranging from 15 rupees t& 50 rupees per month 
were awarded during the year». '



Liberalization of Service Conditions of Staff «-(o), Upgrading*-
In his speeoh, presenting the Railway Budget for 195'g"-57,> — ”
the Minister for Railways referred to the proposal for the 
redistribution of posts in the various grades with a view to 
providing an increase in the number of higher grade posts in 
recognition of the increase in the work-load resulting from 
increase in traffic* The redistribution and upgrading of posts 
in certain important categories was announced on 10 February 
1957 to have retrospective effect from 1 April 1956, and às a 
result, the following categories have been benefited:

Assistant surgeons, station masters, assistant station 
masters, office clerks oR departments otter than 
Accounts, clerical staff in the Accounts Department, 
sub-heads and stock verifiers of the Accounts department, 
train clerks, commercial clerks, train «gerriner«, ’ 
travelling ticket examiners, signnllers, pay clerks, 
telephone operators and typists.

In the scala case- of running staff, like drivers, firemen 
and guards, the scheme provided for a higher rate of nm-n-f-ng 
allowance as an incentive, to greater output of. work*

(b) Leave >— Ths following further liberalisation has been 
made in the Liberalised Leave Rules promulgated on the

recommendation of the Central Pay Commission:«

(a) Leave on average pay may be accumulated to the extent 
of 180 days Instead of 120 days*

(b) »Commuted leave » may be granted up to a maximum of 
240 days instead of 180 days* .

(c) Maximum. leave) at any one spell in combination with’ leave 
on average pay, commuted leave and vacation has beon 
increased to 240 days as against 180 days*

(d) Admissibility of leave not due has not only beon enhanced 
in rate, i*e«; 360 days as against the previous limit ~ 
of 180 days but also the condition for grant of the same, 
vis*,, on medical certificate, has been relaxed to the 
extent that 90 days- àt à time and 180 days in all may 
he otherwise than on medical certificate*

fo} provident Fund** It has been deoided that the Government 
trxbution and interest thereon will be credited to the provident

accounts of temporary railway employees (other than those 
AUn ifically recruited for construction and other temporary projects) 
S^e°' omcleted three years continuous service on or before 3LApril 
1958° with retrospective effect from the second year of service.



Co-operative credit societies and banks,- The number 
of Bailway Employees’ Co-operative Credit Societies and Banks, 
their membership,capital,funds, transactions,etc,, at'the 
close of th© year, are shown in tbs following tables-

Humber of Co-operative Credit Societies and Banks, 
Membership. —-

Other funds —— ------ - -------- ;———-----------

Investment in Government Securities,
Shares and “stock,———---————■

Loans to Members
Amount of deposits from members ————
Amount of loan borrowed from different

sources, the average rate of interact paid 
thereon by sob» “of. the societies being" 
approximately 4-1/4 percent,-————— Bs*

Bs,
Bs.
Bs,
Bs,

Ps,
Ps,
Bs,

* 28 
'559^045 

35i4SS,4i4 
9,216,173 

10,514,043 
224,485,219

18^005;905 
2115584,795 
99,573,145

6,229,873

Thar.-norking of the Co-operative Credit Societies and Banks 
on Bailways continued to be satisfactory* They have recorded 
all round improvement.

The average rate of Interest on loans advanced by these 
societies to Esmber employees is S-l/4 per cent per annim, . 
Some of the societies paid a dividend, to their shareholders 
at an average rate of 5-l/2 per cent per annum while societies 
on four railways also paid bonus to their employees, ranging 
from half a month’s pay to one month’s pay, A sum of 25,526 
rupees v/as paid on account of bonus.

The number of Consumer Co-operative Societies , their 
membership, capital, funds, transactions,etc,, at the close 
of the year, are shown below«-

Humber of Railwaymen’s Consumer Co-operative Stores 
(excluding those registered as Joint Sfcook Companies 
and their branches) on Indian Eailways as on 31 March,

Humber of Bailwaymen’s Consumer Co-operative Stores
registered during 1955-57———........ —— 9

Total ———————- - - - - • ,•—220
Total membership “of the Co-operative Stores as on ‘

31 March, 1957«---------------- ~------------- ---- ----- ----- — 51,930

(fable continued to nest page)



(Table continued)

Rs*
Total share capital of the"Co-operativa"Stores 

as on 51 March* 1957«-—————————
Total reserve fund of the Co-operative Stores- 
Total working capital of the Stores as on

51 March *1957 ---- -------- -------------------------- -
Purchases made during 1956-57 —----- ----- —*
Sales during 1956-57
Gross profit for 1956-57 -—
Het prdfit for 1956-57 ———-———————

757*056
612,490

i;ss5;804
6*002*470
6*253*704

550*759
65*612

* * -
There was a general improvement in the working of these », 

societies during the year* Their number increased from 101 to > 
lid', the corresponding increase in membership and share capital 
being fro®. 59*455 to 51*950 and from 541,234 rupees to 737,056 
rupees respectively* The sales made by the societies also 
recorded An increase from 4*175*618 rupees during the previous < 
year to 6*255*704 Rupees during the year under review* A large 
number of these societies have been provided with accommodation 
from surplus railway buildings and the question of constructing 
new buildings for such of the societies as have no buildings or 
have been allotted inadequate or unsuitable accommodation is 
actively under considerati on*

A sum of 45*696 rupees was paid by way of subsidy to the 
Societies which had not completed three years of working*-

Huring the year sòme of the Consumer Societies declared 
a "dividend on their shares* The minimum rate of dividend was 
5-1/8 per cent, while the maximum was ten per cent in the case 
of societies on the Northern Railway*

" societies*-The number of Railway Employees’
Co-operative Housing Societies, their membership* capital*funds* 
oro», as on.SI March, 1957 are detailed belowi-

Eamber of Co-Operative Housing Societies —— • 5
Share capital ------- -----~~Z~ZZZZ~“Z
fesorw funds --------------Other funds —----------~----— ----------- —. 501*846
Total working capital *------- -—ess’OSA
Amount of investment in land ----- 21180Cost of superstructures ——----i—47*180
Amoun t of deposits —:———— —*
Humber of houses built during the ye£r"1955ii-57* g
Humber of houses under construction — —■ jg



Housing;»- During the year 9t645 quarters for various 
categories of staff rare constructed by the Railways in 
addition to 16 blocks of single-roosed barracks for bachelors 
constructed at the Chittaranjan Locomotive Works»

Medical Aid »-During the year under review an assessment 
of the existing medical facilities on the Railways was rade' 
with the object of further improving them» As a result of ’* 
this the following decisions and practical stops were tai® ns—

(i) All the dispensaries were decided to be converted : . 
into Health Units» These units are now responsible 
both for the curativo and preventive aspects of 
diseases»

(ii) Ths health arrangements on Railways, which were not 
under the Medical Department, have now been taken 
over by the latter Department on some of the Railways»

(iii) For control and treatment (domiciliary) of tuberculosis^ 
S3 chest clinics wore established and for indoor 
treatment sanctioned strength of beds, either in the 
farm of annexes or reservation of beds in approved 
sanatoria or in Railway hospitals, was brought up to 
646» To relieve financial distress of victims of T»B» 
amongst railway employees and their families, liberal 
financial assistance from the Staff Benefit Fund wàs 
afforded» The pay limit of the staff suffering frean 
T.B. for purposes of supply of free diet, was raised 
to 300 rupees»

(iv) For control of infant and maternal mortality and
morbidity, resulting from confinements, 35 additional 
Lady Doot or s and 18 midwives were appointed»

During the year under review the following were addeds-
♦ * ' •

(i) Eight new Health .Halts bringing the total to 434»

(ii) One hundred, and Fifty-three additional indoor beds 
dttFing bringing the total to 3,543»

(iii) Three mobile vans for the benefit of the railway staff 
workin. g on places away from the dispensary and where • 
train services are nob frequent« ’

The health of tie staff and their families remained
satisfactory» .

An ci dents»— Tho following table shows the number of railway 
‘JC tal'i'otT and injured in accidents on Indian Railways

servant ^Casualties in railway workshops durin g 1955-57, as 
with the previous year x-



Killed - Injured *
1955-1956 1Ó56-57 1955-55 1Ô56-57

(a) In accidents to trains^rolling-stock.
permanent way, etc • ——— 28 23 203 213(h) In accidents caused by the movement of

trains and railway vehicles eficlusive • -

(c)
of train accidents•-—— 1Ô1 187 5,205 6,787In accidents on railway premises in which
the movement of trains,vehicles,etc,, was •
not concerned,«--------~-------------- --------- - ........ 45 ■ 43 17¿715 19¿292

TOTAL  ------- —— 234 255 23,123 25,292

On the Government Railways, the main causes SBr the accidents 
to railway servants caused by the moversntcf trains and railway 
vehicles exclusive of train accidents* are analysed in the 
following table s-

Cause - Killed’ Injured . - -
1955-56 1955-57 1955-55 1955-57

(l) Misadventure or accidental ——--- —— 151 182 4,848 - 6,653
(2) "Want of caution or misconduct on~the part •

of the injured person-------————— 9 5 334 105
(3) Want of caution of breach of rules,etc,, on the

part of railway servants other than the
peráons injured,—-—------------------- —— 1 - 14 21

(4) Defective apparatus,appliances,etc., or
■rohnfc of sufficient applicanees, safeguards,etc. ' 1 —

TOTAL----------- -— 161 187 5,197 6,779

Of the total of 5*054 pennons killed, 4,156 or 82-per cent ' 
were other than passengers and railway servants. Of this number, 
3 511 were trespassers and S43 were suicides, Altogether 83 
persons were killed on railway premises otherwise than during 
the movement of trains,vehicles,etc.

The total number of passengers who lost their life was 625 
as compared to 401 for the previous year, Thetotal number of ; 
ingured being 3,621 as compared to_3,292 for 1955-56,

(The report for the year 1955-56 was reviwed at pages 54-74 
of the report of this Office for April 1957 ),

•L’



52» Workers* Welfare,Recreation and Workers* Education»

India - May 1958»

Free Education for Workers in Factory Premises; 
- Kashmir Government's Soho no»

Mr Habibullah Kamli, Director of Industries, Jammu 
and Kshmir Government, stated at Srinigar on 6 April 1958, 
that the Jammu and Kashmir Government is shortly gn-i-ng 
to provide free education within factory premises to' 
individual labour in the State under the Second Five-Year 
Plan» He added that initially educational facilities 
■would he provided to labour, and particularly child labour, 
engaged by the Government silk spinning and weaving factories, 
the State wollen factory in Srinagar and silk factories 
in Jammu«

Kir IJamli said that managements of these industries 
which employed over 3>0Q0 labourers had agreed to release 
their workers interested In educating themselves for two 
hours daily to enable them to attend classes within the 
factory premises»

Tlie entire cost of the scheme is estimated at several 
thousand rupees initially« Mr Kamli said« would be borne 
by the State Government. The Government would also pay 
5 rupees to every child labourer attending the factory 
educational classes as pocket money, he said»

(The Tires of India(lloffusil Edition) 
8 April 1958 ).

*L*



Voluntary Welfare Fund Scheme by Secunderabad T.-ira* Stone
Quarry Owners* “

, Five lima stone quarry companies in Secunderabad Division
j agreed, at the instance of the Conciliation Officer (Central),
I Secunderabad, to constitute with effect from 1 April 1955 a

voluntary Welfare Fund called "'Che Lime Stone Quarry Owners’ 
Voluntary Welfare Fund”» The contributions to the Fund 
were to be made by the companies concerned by levying an 
ad-valorem cess at the rate of l-#2 per cent on the total 
sales of lime stones or any other product sold by the 
companies. The contribution has no relation to profits.
The Fund has to be utilised by the managements of each
of the companies solely to meet the expenditure to be incurred
for the promotion of welfare activities, egg«, housing,* ’
education, medical facilities, recreational facilities, 

libraries and reading rooms,etc* The amounts collected 
in the Fund of each of the companies be expanded on its 
own employees only. The administration of the Fund was 
entrusted to a Committee called "The Lime Stone Quarry 
Workers* Welfare Fund Committee”. The Committee would 
consist of a representative each of the five companies, 
two representatives of workers elected by Works Committees 
functioning at the establishments of any of the two 
companies, and a nominee of the Department of Minds and 
Geology, Govemmen t of Hyderabad. The workers* representa
tives were to be elected by Works Committees of various 
companies by rotation so as to give chance to all the 
five companies. The Chairman of the Committee would be 
nominated by the Conciliation Officer (Central),Secunderabad*

The five companies now propose to constitute separate 
committees for each of the companies rather than have one 
committee, for all the five units as at present .

The progress made by the Fund in the Five companies 
in promotion of welfareaotivlties for their employees 
during the period 1 October 1956 to SI March 1957, is 
given in the table below:—

Tfltal money 
deposited

(Indian Labour Gazette,Vol.X7,l'To,10, 
April 1958,^ pp*, 1056-1Ô57 )•

*!»•



59+ Social Research»

India - Kay 1958»

National Committee on WomenA* Education set up»

The Government of India has by a Hesolution dated 
19 Kay 1958, set up a National Committee on Women's Education 
consisting of Srimathi Burgabai Deslimukh (Chairman»Central 
Social Welfare Board) as chairman and 8 other members* The 
terms of reference of the Gommitte arc as follows:-

(!) to suggest special measures to make up the leeway in 
women's education at the Primary and Secondary lsvelsj

(ii) to examine the problem of wastage in girls education 
at these ievelsj

(iii) to examine the problem of adult women who have relapsed 
into illiteracy or have received inadequate education 
and who need continuation education so as to enable 
them, to earn a living aid participate in projects of 
national reconstruction!

(iv) to survey the nature and extent of material and other 
facilities offered, by Voluntary Welfare. Organisations 
for the education of such women and to recommend 
steps necessary to enable them to offer larger educational 
facilities to them»

(v) to examine the possibility and methods of encouraging 
a larger number of women to go into vocational trades 
by providing suitable vocational training as a part 
of their formal education or through special courses 
designed for adult women»

(The Gazette of India,Part I, Section 1, 
31 Kay 1958, page 166 )•

*L*



63» Individual Contracts of Employment;«

India - May 1958»

Abolitiott of Employment of Casual labour Bill»1958i
ITon-official Bill introduced in Parliament»

Shri Aurobindo Ghosal (Forward Bloclf - West Bengal) 
introduced in the Lok Sabha on 2 Hay 1958, a Bill to provide 
for the abolition of the system of employing casual labour 
in the employment of permanent character» According to 
the Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Bill* a large 
number of workmen are in employment of various industries ' 
as casual workers»1 Seen. in. the works of permanen t nature* 
which. are continuing for a decade* hundreds of workers are 
employed as casual labourers with breaks in their services 
before they attain the status of permanent workers» This 
is done with the purpose of depriving the workers of the 
benefits of permanent workers» This ispvortt “type of 
exploitation» The object of the Bill is to stop this 
practice» Hence the Bill»

The Bill prohibits the employment of casual workers 
in any permanent employment and provides that any casual 
worker who completes three months service bn the date the 
Bill comes into operation shall be considered as a permanent 
worker®

(The Gazette of IndioiExtrabndinafy; 
Part II* Section '2? 2 Hay 1958*

pp» 619-620 )»

♦L»
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67« Conciliation and Arbitration»

India ~ Kay 1958»

Industrial Disputes (Amendment) Bill» 1958t
Hon-dffio'ial Bill introduced in the Lok Sabba.

Shri Aurobindo Ghosal (Forward Blocjf-Kest Bengal) 
introduced in the Lok Sabha on 2 lîay 1958, a Bill to 
amend the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947• According to 
the S-fcatemeub of Objects and Reasons of the Bill, in cases 
of J, Chowdhury Vo. M.C. Baser jee and ano&er (1951)
2 F.J.R.# 218 and Bilas Chandra Ultra Vs* Balmer Lawrie 
and Co. (1953) F.J.R, 73 of the Calcutta High Court has 
said that unless any dispute Is tahen up by-any union or 
by the majority of workers of the establishment, or trade 
concerned, It will not bo considered as an industrial 
dispute and as such the said dispute will not come under 
the purview of the Industrial Disputes Act,1947« About 
75 per cent of workers are not organised under any union 
and so the industrial disputes of the majority of the 
workers are being rejected by the tribunals on the ground 
that an individual dispute is not an industrial dispute 
n-nd such disputes are rejected even at the initial stage 
on the above ground« Presumably Parliament had not 
intended to exclude individual’s disputes from the purview 
of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. The object of this 
pill is to clarify the definition of the term ’industrial“ 
disputes* so as to remove the hardship of the. unorganised..

(The Gazette of India,Extraordinary^ 
Part II,Section 2Ì 2T5ay 1958^

pp. 525-625 ).

*1»’
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CHAPTER 7, PROBLEMS PECULIAR TO CERTAIN CATEGORIES
OF WORKERS»

INDIA - VJg 1958«

71» Employees and Salaried Intellectual Tforksrs,

Conditions of Labour in Cinema Industry in Bombay»

The Government of Bombay conducted in the simmer of 
195S an enquiry into the conditions of labour in the 
production sector (including film studios and laboratories) 
of the Cinema Industry in Bombay State. The more important 
of the findings of this .enquiry In SO far as Bombay City 
is concerned are summarised in the following paragraphs»

Structure of tho Industry»- India is the second 
largest producer of feature i'd-lins in the world next tnly 
to U.S.A, It is estimated that a capital of about 840 
million rupees has been invested in the industry and it 
gives employment to nearly 100,000 of persons. Although 
the prospects of the industry appear to be bright, yet all' 
is not well due to the disorganised nature of the industry, 
advent of a number of mushroom producers, absence of sufficient 
capital resources and consequent exorbitant rates of interest 
demanded by financiers, insecurity of employment, high rates 
charged by* the "Stars", delayed payments to workers, etc.

The industry in Bombay accounts for 
nearly half the number of pictures produced in India; In this 
State xt is confined to three centres, namely, Bombay City. Poona and Kolhapurj Bombay City being by far the most imgrtant 
one; The present enquiry actually covered 24 studios and 11 
laboratories and data were also collected from 10 established 
producers, 249 workers, 255 free lance technicians, 117 Junior 
artistes, 10 trade unions, etc.

and the established producers ivniug °?“srB
number of workers employed by nrochiXw» G ^Th total,4,400. Of these, o^Tpo/centlSre to/^out
employed as hair dressers; Junior art Were S^erally
The largest single group of employees viz artistes♦
about 25 per cent of the total emSoymeS about 1,000 forming ~ 
seven per cent of the workers empIoybTby^e^o^p01?^* thirty- 
established producers wore temporary. i ? Qufe qf sixteen 
about 84 per cent of the total numberof n«r Gnoers constituted 
producers. Out of 255 workers interview!^ Tf hy 1216
per cent were unemployed and 62»5 per cSt weref «5°?^
in only one picture;. were found to be working



)

(ii) Recruitment»- Workers are generally recruited 
either directly by producora or through agents* The technicians* 
music and dance directors, costume and make-up artistes, 
cans ramen, editors, etc,, are-directly employed by the producers 
either on a monthly salary basis or on a contract basis for a 
picture as a whole, The junior artistes are employed through 
middlemen known as ”estra suppliers” who charge a commie a-i on 
of 20 to 25 per cent of the wapes paid to artistes* One of 
the reasons for this high rate of comission is that it ¿¿eludes 
an elenEnt of interest for late payment of bills by the producers, 
Recruitment of junior artistes through agents is beset -with 
several ills. They are exploited in a variety of nays and the 
system has given rise to immoral practices as well* The practice 
of not’issuing even appointment letters and the absence of any 
muster-roll seems to be fairly widespread*

(iii) Security of Service*-- Insecurity of service is inherent 
where free lancers are to he found in large numbers* They are 
generally engaged only for the duration of picture* The junior 
artistes are employed casually and on an average* they hardly 
find employment for ten days in a month* Thus* these workers 
cannot have the ordinary benefits like leave -with pay* provident 
fund* sickness insurance,etc* . -

(iv) Wages and 3arnings*-..There are 3 distinct methods ' 
of -wage fixation* via** a contract for the picture as a -whole, 
a fixed monthly remuneration and a payment for the day. In some 
cases the technicians are paid both time-rates as -well as 
piece-rates. The mages and commission paid to junior artistes 
and agents have been settled as a result of a collective 
agreement between two organisations of artistes* the Agents’ 
Association and the I»M,P.P,A, (Indian Kotion Picture Producters* 
Association),

Prom the information regarding wages obtained from about 700 
workers employed by both established and independent producers,
It was found that 9 per cent of the workers were unemployed and 
an equal percentage of the employees received less than 40 rupees 
par month* nearly 55 per cent of the workers were being paid 
between 81 rupees and 150 rupees per month and only 7,2 percent 
of the workers were getting over 500 rupees per month; Th° ji,ninr> 
artistes, who got occasional work for a few days only* mere the 
worst affected class. It was observed that wages in their case 
moved inversely with the length of service* This is so because 
advancing age is a liability for a junior artiste, particularly 
the female, while the same is an asset to a technician* '

In the case of workers sÈploTzcd wif >i -m-,» _t -li. only the masdoors, costume assistants and establlshed producers* 
Shan 100 rupees .per month 'while reived less
Shan 100 rupees per nanti» _ The nintena earni^S’IXS'1 
sategones of teehmexans such ah assistanfc^Xrtor ' -sameraman, Musiciansf assistant art director. -«ZS. La88X8tea6- 
assistant still camera-man* make-up assis thrrf- ÿ0*10» as sic tant*
tailors, assistant editors and fe^alTSti^s
meh less than 100 rupees in October 1955£ * * however*

• V



As regards the earnings of free-Incurs, the information 
•was collected from 207 workers, It -was'found that assistant 
cameraman, make-up artiste, editor and assistant’ editorybarned 
on an average more as free-laners than as regular employees 
of studio-owning producers, while the assistant directory 
production manager and his assistant and costume-in-charge 
and his assistant woro better paid while they were employed 
withihe estahlised producers * .

As regards the earnings of juroior artistes, the data was 
obtained by personal interviews with 117 workers, of whom 20 
were found unemployed, On account of the casual nature of their 
employment, the earnings of many junior artistes were extremely 
low. The average number of daya of employment was found to 
fluctuate from. 4 to 15 per month,

(v) ^Allowances, eto,«» Of the ten studio-owning producers 
t^ao supp’lied information, only six paid separate dearness 
allowance to their employees on a slab basis. In two of these 
the workers were paid SO rupees as dearness allowance for a basic 
salary upto 100 rupees per month and S3 rupees for basic «alary 
above 100 rupees per month. In two other concerns, thescale 
of dearness allowance was 30 rupees upto a monthly salary of 
50 rupees, 35 rupees for salaries between 51 rupees and 100 rupees 
and 40 rupees for salaries between 101 rupees and 200 rupees.
The fifth producer paid 20 rupees upto a basic salary of 100 
rupees, 10 rupees for basic salary between 101 rupees to 150 rupees 
and 10 per cent of basic salary above I5Q rupees. In the 
remaining concern, dearness allowance was paid, at the discretion 
of the management.

It was customary for independent producers to provide free 
lunch, or meals to thoir employees on »shooting* days, or give 
lunch money in lieu. The amount of lunch.money varied from 
1 rupee 8 annas to 5 rupees per meal, depending upon the status 
of the employee.

(vi) Problems connected with wage payments,- The problems 
connected with wage payments ore two—fold, vis,,' lator payment 
and non-oayment, Majority of workers interviewed stated -that 
thev were getting wages very late and in a number of cases they 
rl-^d" not get it at all. The film employees of Bombay City,

L to on e of the workers’ union, had. lost more. than,hen SSie^pe^S to toeir uages during the laat decade. This
a ro largely because of the financial instability of 
r nhsa undertakings nent into liquidation or nhe

Kaded by the stoplo
concern under a different nene and label.

■/
1 /■/ ' •



(vii) Hours of work on d overtime»- Although only one 
shiftof eight hours - either ¿ay or night - was generally 
worked daily in a producing concern, it was not uncommon to 
work 2 or 3 shifts at a stretch» Sos© of the free lancing 
technicians were found to be nor kin g on both the shifts of 
the day» The make-up artistes had. work only on ’shootingf days»
The work days of the editor depended upon the speed with which 
the picture was being »shot*» The ¿junior artistes worked for 
1-1/2 hours more than the scheduled hours and for the extra 
time they wore not paid anything» The practice of paying 
overtime to junior artistes was that for every extra 4 hours 
or part thereof over 9-l/2 hours* actual work, they were paid 
at the usual single rate» The production manager and the 
assistant director worked for abort 14 to IS hours on shooting 
days and 10 to 12 hours on other days» The worst affected 
category of workers in this respect was the editors and their 
assistants who invariably worked for more than 16 hours# particularly 
towards the en d of a pioture. Except musicians and junior 
artistes under extraordinary circumstances» no technician was 
paid for any overtime trank»

(viii) forking conditions and Amenities»» The ¡junior 
artistes had to work under trying conditions,' in ’full-light’ 
and under ’heavy make-up’ which caused severe exhaustion.
Holidays and leave facilities were conspicuous by their absence» 
Even Sunday was not sometimes observed as a weekly holiday»

Labour in Studios»- (i) Employment and Recruitment»- The 
total employment in 2o“studios inBombay in October 1955 was 
about 2,200» About 80 per cent of them wore permanent and the 
remaining 20 per-cent temporary» Casual employment was negligible» 
vis»» 0.6 per cent of the total» Women constituted only 0»7 
per cent of the total and they were mainly employed as sweepers»
ATI the worker s_ were recruited directly by the employers»;

(ii) Length of Service.» There have been frequent changes 
thè management of studios» specially in the post-war years»

During the enquiry it was found that nearly 55 per cent of. the 
workers had less than 3 years'of service with the same employer» 
In contrast to thio amongst the 197 studio workers interviewed« 
1S9 or°65»5 per cent stated that they had actually put in more 
than 7 years’ service in the industry»

(■fix) Wages» Allowances» etc.- A complete wage census of
2-024 studio. employees» excluding casual workers» showed that .
monthly wage of 84.3 per cent of the total workers was between 
41 rupees and 125 rupees» Only about S per cent of the workers 
^7 e rotting over 200 rupees per month. One of the reasons 
inr the low wages of workers is that the studios have to pay a 
Inrec amount ns loose noney to the omsrs. .There-swe ho 
nogo-eosles in any of the studios «coptine in treoi.
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In 10 out of 24 studios» employing 1,191 workers, 
dearness allowance was paid separately, the rate varying 
Iron 10 rupees to 40 rupees per month on slab basis» In 
one studio, dearness allowanco was paid at the discretion." 
of the employer» Ho other allowances veto paid to the 
studio employees» ■

During the years 1953-55, bonus was received only by the 
employees of 5 studios» The average amount' of bonus paid per 
participant during 1953, 1954 and 1955 was 139 rupees, 178 
rupees and 149 rupees respectively* The number of workers 
who receivedthe bonus during these three years was 55, 112 and 
235 respectively. Their percentage to total employment was 
also small, vi2», 2»G, 5»2 and li»0 respectively*

(iv) Uprising Conditions»-, (a) Hours of work, shifts  ̂etc*- Sixti 
studios employing 74*1 per cent of the total workers worked two 
shifts a day while the remaining eight studios employing 25»B 
per cent of the labour worked only one shift» Ho studio worked 
more than two shifts on any day» Usually the ..shift consisted 
of 8 hours* Only in two.studios, employing 3*4 per cent of the 
total number of workers, the shift consisted of less than 8 hours* 
It was reported by the employers that 7 studios worked overtime, 
regularly and 13 occasionally, whilein the remaining 4 studios 
there was no overtime working*. With the exception of two studios, 
all the employers stated that they were paying overtime nt double 
the wage rate* But it is not known how far this was correct 
as employers seemed to have adopted various methods not strictly 
legal to avoid overtime payment* For example, in two concerns, 
it was reported that all the studio employees working overtime 
were paid 2 rupees only as »lunch money» for about 4 hours of 
extra work» Soma of the studios were giving holidays in,lieu 
of extra payment for overtime*

fb5) Holidays and Leave with Fey,- A weekly off was granted 
4_o „.¿bsrs’W fall the studios. Paid festival holidays were fciven 
hv 20 studios employing 88 per cent of the total number of workers, 
XXSber of such holidays.ranged fralto 10 par ynar. Animal
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Canteen facilities ivers available in 20 studios* butfehe 
c°nditiona of canteens in most of the studios were far from 
satisfactory# With the exception of two studios* all were 
covered by the Employees’ S^ate Insurance £gt*1948* . There were 
no other amenities such as sports clubs* housing, recreational 
facilities* etc** available to studio workers excepting in one 
unit» in this unit which provided housing an d food to its 
workers* the employers were deducting 50 rupees per month towards

c°st of the same out of the monthly earnings of about 65 rupees 
to 70 rupees* While calculating the annual bonus, the basic 
wages of vxjrkers were taken as 15 rupees to 20 rupees only*

Labour, in Laboratories»-(i) Employment*etc*- The total 
employment in all the twelve laboratories was estimated, to be 
about 775. Eleven of these employed 625 workers. Of these*
86*5 per cent were permanent and the rest* temporary or casual» 
About 45 per cent of the employees had 5 to 10 years* service 
to their credit» This is probably due to the factthat experienced 
technical workers are an asset to the undertaking*

(ii) Wages*earnings*etc*«* . About 21 per cent of the worlsrs 
employed in the laboratories, earned between 101 rupees and 125 
rupees per month* As compared to studio worknsSjit was observed 
that laboratory workers were paid better. The dryers» writers* 
assistant electricians* watchmen* sweepers* gardeners and rszdoors 
forming nearly 25 per cent of the total workers earned* on an 
average, less than 100 rupees per mon£h* All the departmental 
supervisors* including the laboratory incharge and the light 
suggestor were paid more than 200 rupees per month.In almost 
all the laboratories* wages were being paid regularly and in 
three of them graded scales of wages also existed»

Deamess allowance ranging from 25 rupees to 55 rupees 
per month was bein g paid only in six out of 11 laboratories*
In two of these* dearness allowance of SO rupees was paid to 
workers earning 100 rupees per month and below. In the third 
unit a fixed dearness allowance of 35 rupees per month was being 
paid to all workers* In the three others* the rates of allowance 
varied from 25 rupees to 35 rupees per month.

Profit bonus was paid only by.2 concerns during 1955*
The percentage of recipients of bonus to total employment in 1955 
was 6*9 and on an average eQch worker received 216 rupees.

V/nrMns conditions.-(a) Hours of work and shifts* etc .
XVworking was prevalent in 5 laboratories employing 78*4 %ree shxft working lQÌJoratorÌGé a compliment of

per cent ..0 2 shifts were worked per day, while
14*9 per. * p laboratoriesworksd only one shift a day* The 
the rema an tag - _ le^s than eight hours. Overt in© work was done
shift was ge - the laboratories and it was paid at double the . 
occasionally xn ■ in Bn laboratories excepting one. In this
ordinary ra*6® °* ‘ Loin of paying 2 rupees as »lunch money’ for

rSoTof oZr«® < f



_(b) Holidays and Leave facilities«- A uniform weekly' 
holiday was observed by ali the laboratories? In addition# 
nine laboratories gave paid holidays ranging from 1 to 10 days 
par year. Leave facilities according to the provisions of the 
‘actories Act were available in S laboratories employing 44 
■workers, while in other 8 laboratories employing 581 workers# 
more liberal leave facilities wore available»

(iv) Wolf are»- Provident fund sohemBS existed only in 
Tour laboratories and they -wore functioning successfully in 
three of them» Though canteen facilities existed in six 
laboratories# their condition vías extremely poor* Medical" 
aid was provided by the Employees* S£ate Insurance Corporation 
to the employees of olghfc laboratories» There were no other’ 
facilities either in the shape of sports# clubs or libraries#etc»

Trade Unionism, and Collective Bargaining»— Trade Unionism' 
in film industry and its origin»— The first union came inhc 
existence in 1948». At the time of enquiry there viere 11 unions 
in Bombay City "whose member ship vías about 60 per cent of the 
total number of workers». Most of these unions were organised 
on a craft basis* More recently, i.e«, in March 1956# a 
federation known as the Western India Cine Employees’ Federation 
was formed* It has seven units affiliated to it» About one 
fourth of the total number of workers aró members of the 
affiliated unites» There had been a number of strikes# specially 
after the Second World .War#, the main cause therefor# being 
non-payment of wages» Works Committees’were functioning 
only in 4 out of 9 undertakings required to constitute such 
Committees» Even these# it was reported# were not ‘ functioning 
satisfactorily»

There have been S outstanding collective agreements in 
this industry - first In 1949, second in 1950 and the third 
in 1954» The topics covered by the first agreement were 
wages and commission paid to junior artistes and their agents 
respectively» The second one related to leave rules* promotion, 
provident fund, etc* The third related to wages of musicians 
and the method of payment of the same»

(Indian Labour Gazette,Tol*M7#Uo.10,

*L’



CHAPTER 8» MANPOWER PROBLEMS.

IHDIA « HAY 1958,

81c Eaployment Situation»

Employment: Exchanges; Working during March 1958.

General employment situation»» According to the Review 
of work done by the Directorate-General of Resettlement 
and Employment for the month of March. 1958» a alight upward 
trend in regard to the employment situation was observed at 
most employment exchanges do compared, to the month of 
February» A total of 6,012 employers utilized the services 
of the employment exchanges during March 1958» The vacancies 
notified by them was 29,989, a rise of 5»905 as compared to 
24,084 of the last month» This was the highest figure for 
9 months» A total of 17,482 placings were effected as against 
15,523 in February» a rise of 959 during the month under 
review» The rise in the live registers of the employment 
exchanges which had steadily increased since June 1957 was - 
arrested during March 1958 when a fall of 13,191 was recorded 
and the number of applicants on the live register stood at 
931,749 at the end of the month» This was however a seasonal 
trend as college and school examinations were impending»

Widespread shortage continued in fchspeot of draftsmen, 
overseers* experienced stenographers» fast typists, compounders, " 
midwives and nurses* Shortage in respect of qualified engineers» 
experienced doctors» eleotrioians and skilled fitters was also 
fairly pronounced» A number of exchanges reported dearth of 
accountants» surveyors* skilled turners, welders» tractor 
drivers and road roller drivers«

Widespread surpluses persisted in respect of clerks» 
untrained teachers» motor drivers» carpenters» unskilled office 
workers and unskilled labourers» There was an excess of supply 
in respect of freshers from the educational institutions as 
usual» A good number of exchanges reported surplus of primary 
school teachers, motor mechanics, cleaners, chowkidars and 
sweepers»';



Registrations and plaoings»- The following table 
compares registrations and plaoings during the months 
of February and March 195 8j-

February 1958« March 1958»

Registrations —---------------- . 147,713 134,523

Plaoings —*------------------- 17,482 15,523

rnrictor of unemployed*» The number of applicants on 
register w^Aicb was steadily on the increase since 

June 1957> stepped down from the record figure of 944,980 
at the en d of February 1958 to 931,749 at the close of March 
1958 - the extent of decrease being 13,231* The decl-i«« ■«««

an increase xn the lxve register was' significant in the State 
of Bombay (2,857), Madhya Pradesh (1,993) and 0rissa(878)*
In all, 12,216 employed and self employed persons of whom 488 
mere women remained on the live register at the end of the 
month under review®

The composition of the live register occupation-wise is 
given below: -

Occupation

1* Industrial supervisory —— 
2«. Skilled and semi-skilled — 
3* Clerical————— 
4® Educational —•*»'———— 
5* Domestic service —•——— 
6* Unskilled--—-——-——— 
7* Others »———»—————

TOTAL*

Number on Live Register on
31 Maroh 1958*

5,343
71i717

258,140
40,344
38,155

— 472,321
45,'729

931, 74§

Employment position of special categories of applicants»- 
The following table shows the employment position of special
categories of applicants during the month under reports-



Categories» Registrations. Placings. Dumber eg Live 
~ Register» .

1» Displaced persons — 
2» Ex-service personnel - 
5» Scheduled Castes 
4» Scheduled Tribes 
5» Women

3» 914 565 41^010
5*215 ‘ 776 24,907

17»38S 2,645 95i774
3,348 608 IS;332
9,748 1,172 59,261

Collection of Employment Market Information.- Arising 
from the follow-up mission of the I.L.O. Expert (Ur.J.H.Devpÿ) 
during November 1957 -February 1958 the I.L.O. have forwarded 
a report to the Government of I^dia on ’’The Collection of 
Ewpioyment MQrket Information” containing various recommenda
tions with regard to the developmen t of the programme in 
tho States*

An officer of the Manpower Division of the Directorate 
General of Resettlement and Employment visited Kanpur and 
assisted the State Government officers concerned in launching 
the programme for the collection of employment information 
in Kanpur with effect from 31 March 1958* The Manpower 
Division of the Directorate of Employment Exchanges prepared 
”A study on the Supply an d Demand for Trained Teachers”» 
under the series ’Employment and Unemployment Studies*»

Vocational Guidance and Employment Counselling»- A pilot 
enquiry in connection with the employment' pattern survey of 
the alumni of Delhi University was completed during the 
month* -

The Vocational Guidance Unit at Bombay started 
functioning during the month and a film script on Guidance 
and Careers was prepared and sent to the Ministry of 
Information an d Broadcasting«

Employment exchange procedure »- Duringbhe month under 
report»^ instructions were issued to the employment exchanges 
4n the country on the procedure to be adopted for submission 
of applicants» obtaining copies of îiûtïonal Register Cards* 
and their proper distribution* circulation of vacancies to. 
employers and issue of ’no objection certificates’ to qualified 
laboratory at tenders of customs offices to enable them to 
register at employment exchanges for nomination to posts of 
lower division clerks
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Occupational Information,- The occupational 
classification ^joda tog finalised in the I.L.O, expert and the wrSng »00^00^?®, 
classification 'coiiai'stihg <» «^efentrtivea of^S 
C.S.0., I .S.I. .Planning Commission, Labour Bureau Registrar General Census, National Sampl^SuXiv Ld 
Directorate General of Resettlement and EmnltnaX^ , 
Aleh held its sitting on 3, /SS “*

Exchaj®0s started functioning 
during *he north under report thus bringing the total 
number of employment exchanges functioning to 197.

(A Revier/ of Work Lons by the 
Directorats-Genefal of Resettlement 
and Employment for the iSanfch of 
Knrch 1958$ issued by the Ministry 
of Labour and. Employment, Government

of India, Mstz Delhi )♦

•L*



Abolition- of Supply of Labour Through Contractors 
Bill» 1958« Hon-offioial Bill inbrodtced in Parliament®

Shri Aurobindo Ghoaal (Forward Blocji West Bengal) 
introduced in the Lok Sahha on 2 Hay 1958, a Bill seeking 
to abolish the system of supply of labour through a 
middleman or a contractor® According to the Statement 
of Objects and masons of the Bill, in order to avoid 
the payment of legal benefits that have accrued to the 
-workmen through different labour legislations, the 

employers have resorted to the tactics of employing 
labour through a middleman or a contractor® This is 
on e of the worst typos of exploitation of the working 
class and a huge amount: of money which the workers 
could have roceaivod in the shape of wages is pocketted 
by the middleman® The object of this Bill is to pub 
an end to this sort of practice®' Hence the Bill®,

(The Gazette of India,Extraordinary, 
Part II, Section 2, 2 Hay 1958,

pp® 621-823 )«

»L»



Conditions of Work of Workoharged Establishment C»P«I7»D»î
Ad Hoc Committee sot up.

A Resolution dated 21 Hay 1958 of the Hinxstry of 
Works, Housing and Supply, Government of India, published 
on 31 Hay 1958, states that» the Government t of I$dia has had 
under consideration for sometime past -the question of effecting” 
improvements in the administration of the. workcharged establish
ments of the C,P,Vf,D, In August 1957» it was announced in 
the Lok Sabha that a portion of the workcharged establishment 
would be brought on to the regular establishment and 50 percent 
of the posts in the remaining categories •which had been in 
existence for at least 3 years would be made permanent on the 
workcharged establishment» On acoount of the unsatisfactory 
state of maintenance of the service regords and non-availability 
of statistics of sanctioned posts, it had not been possible 
to implement the announcements» The Government of India has 
now constituted an Ad Hoc Committee in order to implement the 
announcements as soon as possible and also to attend to other 
•mnttera relating to the workehai’ged establishment»

The duties and functions of the Committee relate t o 
transfer of certain categories of posts of workcharged 
establishment to the regular establishmaitt and creation of 
permanent posts within the workcharged establish® nt and 
confirmation of the workcharged employees»-

(The Gazette of India»Pfirt I,Section 1 
SI Hay 1958, pp. 157-163 )»

»L»
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85. Vocational Training,

India - May 1958.

Labour Ministry's Training Schemes Training during
1958. ~----

According to a Review of -work done by. the Directorate- 
General of Resettlement and Employment during the month 
of March 1958, proposal for additional seats in Orissa 
(Hirakud 16 seats) is bein g examined in Directorate - 
General of Eesettlement and Employment. The question of
increasing physical targets in Madhya Pradesh (BhidRheri- 

128 seats) is also being examined in Directorate-General 
of Resettlement and Employment. Revised proposals from 
Orissa (Cuttack 96 seats)> Bihar (Bhulimew Centre),
Uttar Pradesh (Bhalia 254 seatsj Kotdwara 264 seats and 
Kanpur 400 seats) are being awaited. Proposals of Andhra 
Pradesh (llarrangal 76 seats, Anantapur'168 seats, Khkinada 
128 seats and Vuyyuru 172 seats) have been received and 
examined. These proposals are incomplete an d require 
some revision. The State Government is being requested 
to send revised and complete proposals. The total number 
of seats so far sanctioned remains 15,294.

; The following table gives the total number of training 
institutes and centres and the: number of persons (including' 
displaced persons) undergoing training s-

Humber of Training
Institutes and

Centres4

579

Humber of Seats 
sanctioned. *

20,687

Humber of Persons 
undergoing training«

. 15¿543



Scores and Equipment #«» T.C.U. Equipment worth 
approximately 20>000 rupees -was reported to have 
been received by the various training centres and 
institutes during the. month March 1958, brining 
the total value of equipment under the Aid Programs© 
to approximately 2*5 million rupees#

National Counoil for Training in Vocational 
Trades#»» Ajnseting of the wrking committee of 
-fche National* Council for training in Vocational 
Trades was hold under the chairmanship of Labour 
Minister on 15 March 1958# The various items of 
the agenda were discussed and the minutes are under 
preparation#

(review of Work Done, by the
Directo’rate-General of Resettlement 
and Employment during the Month 
of March 1958j issued by the 
Ministry of Labour and Employment# 
Government of India# Hew Delhi )»



CHA.P1BR g, SOCIAL SECURITY.

INDIA - M 1958,

,21«. Pre-Legislation Measures .

Study Group*a Recommendations.'

The Study Group on Social Security, set up by the 
Government of India, with Shri V.K.R. Menonl Direntn-r n-r

----—  — i - - *- '■* — *— —**- m wwj.v*4» »JWVUXJ.UV
schemes for workers.

The group has not finalised its report, hut a summary 
of its main findings were made available to the Sixtjiabour 
Ministers* Conference and the fifteenth Indian labour Con
ference, which met in ifaini Tai during ISay 1958. (Por the 
decisions of both these conferences, please see section 11, 
pp, n-3x and pp.of this Report.)

The Committee’s recommendations are reviewed below:

1 . Under existing conditions, any large extension of 
social security measures will not be possible either in terms 
of coverage or actual benefits. The aim should be to improve 
upon existing measures and to’simplify administrative proce
dure all on the basis that ho appreciable additional financial 
burden is placed either on the employers or workers beyond 
liabilities already placed by existing statutory laws or on 
measures which have practically come to stay as permanent 
liabilities of one party or the other.

2. (a) Existing enactments providing for some form 
of social security or social insurance in the accepted sense 
are:

ACT CONTINGENCIES PROVIDED FOR

employment injury including vali
dity and dependents’ pensions 
where death arises as a result of 
employment injury*



2» ACT

(ii) Coal and Mea Hines 
Labour Fund Acts

COHTIHGENCIES PROVIDED FOR

Medical care and treatment.

(iii) Employees’ Provident Fund,
Coal Mines Provident Fund,
Act and Assam Tea Planta- 

, tions Provident Fund Sche
mes Act (The scheme of old 
age pension introduced in 
the Uttar Pradesh is left 
out of account for present 
purposes).

(b) Existing enactments providing for relief in certain 
contingencies but which are not measures of social security in 
the accepted' sense as the liability’ in each case is placed 
directly on the individual employers:

Old age or death, -while still 
in service.

ACT

(i) Workmen’s Compensation Act,

(ii) Plantations labour Act.

C.OHTIHGEUC.IBS PROVIDED FOR

Compensation in the form of 
single lump sum payments in 
case of permanent disability 
or death resulting therefrom.

Medical care and treatment, 
sickness benefits, maternity 
benefits«.

(iii) Maternity Benefit Acts of Maternity benefits. 
State Governments and’Mines 
Maternity Benefits Act.

(iv) Industrial Disputes Act. Payment in cases of retrench
ment and lay-off — a form of 
limited unemployment relief.

(c) liability on employers which have assumed the 
nature of permanent liabilities either through awards of tri
bunals or by customs s Gratuities«

3» One single agency should be set up — hereinafter 
referred to as the Organisation - which should, as a fir?t 
n+on naanno ’rtoa-nn-naibility for the enactmei
mentioned on item Çi) and (iiij uneci- —workers covered by both the Employees’ State Insurance Act and 

,one of the Provident Fund Acts, emolbyers will pay to this 
Organisation in one single payment^ the contributions due 
under both* Inspectorate and supervisory staff will be uni
fied. These and other, consequential measures will aim at 
simplification and added convenience to both parties - employers 

and, workers »



The coverage under items (i) and (iii) under 2(a) are 
not identical hut the advantages of setting up the Organisa
tion still exist. It should, however, he the aim to make' the 
coverage under the two enactments identical as far as practi
cable and in stages by a prescribed target date .

4« The present arrangements in respect of item (ii) 
under 2(a) by which the respective Welfare Funds are respon
sible for medical care and treatment of workers in coal and 
mica mines is working satisfactorily and should continue •

5. The liability of employers in respect of the item 
in 2(c) — Gratuities - should be made statutory and the 
employers required to pay this as a contribution towards the 
Pension cum Gratuity Scheme referred to in para 7 below.

6. The quantum of cash benefits at present granted under 
the E.S.I. Act should be augmented as followsï

(i) Sickness benefit should be payable up to a na-T-irm-m 
period’ of 13 weeks in any three benefit periods of 
26 or 27 weeks each.

(ii) Extended sickness benefit, at half the normal bene
fit rate may be granted in case of Tuberculosis, 
or other prescribed long term diseases g? for a 
further period of, 39 weeks but only to such persons 
who are eligible for any invalidity pension.

(iii) The maternity benefit rate should be raised so as
to be equal to the full average wage of the’ i-nairred 
woman and subject to a minimum of Re.l per day.

1. There is considerable scope for improving the standard 
of medical care and treatment for workers covered by the E.S.I. 
Act. The provision of medical care and treatment (including 
hospitalisation for families of workers is urgently needed as 
it is this omission that has brought in the largest and quite 
legitimate criticism from organisations of workers and indivi
dual workers themselves. All thèse increases could be provided 
by raising the levy on employers to the maximum that the law 
already provides for. The justification which existed for 
levying contributions at lesser rates lias, with the consider
able extension of thè scheme lost much of jits^fo^ce. levy at 
the maximum rates should now be made, thes^^^of medical care 
and treatment imp-rnved and the scope extended to cover families.

Q. The enactments relating to Provident Funds have proved 
a real boon to workers covered thereby, in the form of provi
sion for old age. But payment in lump sum has obvious dis
advantages compared with a regular pension scheme. The tame is 
ripe for converting the Provident Funds into a statutory Pen
sion Scheme to be administered by the Organisation« This 
volves payment of a small gratuity sufficient to meet immediate 
needs and using the rest of the resources towards giving the
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4» maximum pensionary benefits 
and/or survivorship pension 
adoption»

» A scheme of old age invalidity 
cum gratuity is recommended for

io provide pensions of reasonable anount'! +>io v>o sources should be augmented bys eonaDJ-e amounts, the re-

P^wt rate of contributions of 
e“pi'%ers to Provident Pund from 6-2/3

per cent» to 8—1/3 per cent of wages»

(b) Requiring employers t o contribute to the statutory 
fund - a further contribution approximating to J 
equated instalments of lump sum gratuities now paid 
by them direct, on a worker’s retirement.' With the 
payment of this contribution this liability of in
dividual employers to pay gratuities to such workers 
will cease» The total contributions by the employers 
towards the Pension cum Gratuity Scheme will thus 
be 12 per cent. (8-1/3 + 3-2/3),

(c) While the statutory amendments and administrative 
arrangements required for the conversion into a 
Pension Scheme will take time, it is recommended 
that the increase of provident fund contributions.. 
(to 8-1/3 per cent of wages) should be given im
mediate effect by amendment of the rules under the 
respective ActB, This will enable the Pension 
scheme to start with larger initial resources.

9. As a transitional arrangement three rates of con
tributions may be laid downs

(a) 163- per cent, by employers and 10f per cent by 
employees, applicable to factories, the employees 
of which should be covered for the full range of. 
benefits under the Employees* State Insurance 
Act plus the proposed Old Age and Survivor—ship 
Pension cum Gratuity Scheme,

(b) ner cent bv employers and 2f-per cent, by
employees, àpDlioable to factories, the enployees
ofwhich would be eligible only to the benefits 
under thé Employees’ State Insurance Act.

(c) 12 per cent by employers and 8-1/3 p®£
j-employees, applicable tofaetorie^, th P under 

of which’would be eligible only to benefits unaer thedepose?Scheme of Old Age and Survivorship 

PengjSlon cum Gratuity .
(fi \ When thp «5n n>/rested scheme relating to retrenchment (4> Site of -part

the Organisation — become^ effectiy f -, measure, 
bution by the employers liable wider W measure, 
will be increased by-a further . cent.
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TO * Except to the extent suggested, in 5 ft pnn +v,-îe paragraph, the liability of individual e^loye^in resect of 
claims of individual workers, will contiZe thought he' Situa?
+ieIpWq1T ^+U?U?+£5lailSe .Wi'tll.tlie progressive extension of 
the E.S.I» Act to other categories of workers some of whom 
m£%raVre?enî’ Prote;te<i *>7 the enactments listed in 2(b).
The Workmen’s Compensation Act, which is a case in point, ori
ginally provided coverage for both workers in organised Indus
try as also in several scattered employments. With the 
gradual extension of the E .S.l. Act more and more workers in. 
organised industry will be governed by this Act. Several 
cases will still remain where the responsibility for payment 
of compensation will rest with the individual employer concern
ed» But a pension scheme can be adopted even in these residu
ary cases by requiring the employer to pay to the Organisation 
a lump sum. amount and the organisation then taking on the' 
responsibility for making recurring pensionary payments to the 
injured worker of his dependents as the case may be. Steps 
should be taken to revise the relevant schedule to the Work
men’s Compensation Act to increase the present scales of lump 
Sum payments to meet the cost of the new pensionary liabili
ties •

11. While the provision in the Industrial Disputes Act 
relating to compensation on retrenchment and lay-off have 
afforded some relief and acted as some deterrent to hasty 
retrenchment, certain unsatisfactory features have nevertheless 
been revealed as well. The permanent remedy may be in the 
form of a scheme of unemployment benefit but a full scheme of 
this type will not be practicable. A scheme which is some
what mi dway is recommended which will retain individual 
employers directly responsible for payment of retrenchment 
compensation while a statutory body assumes responsibility for 
the other part, finances being provided through a levy. If 
this scheme is adopted, the administration of the second par t - 
relating to a form of unemployment relief - will be taken on
by the Organisation.

12. Comparative studies made of some countries in 
Europe by the<E.I>.Q. show that the employers
cost of social security measures for the wo^rp ZiS? than 
as a percentage' of the wages - is, in many capes highe fact
what the Group has recommended. This, in it alls at ion etc.
that' adequate standards of medical care, hospitalipati 
are provided in these countries by the State forJ^op^ 
tion as a whole including industrial worker?.. *hg^?,s0 • 
of the levy on the enployers, resulting îk_cesÏSvè.
recommendations, is not, therefore, in any way

Bnsî



92» Legislation.

India - May 1958,

V, Old-Age Insurance Benefits,

The Employees1 Provident Funds (Amendment) Act,1958
(No»22 of Ï958)it WoTrf.si.on cade for Extension oPthe

Act to Public Sector,

The Employees’ Provider* Funds (Amendment) Bill* 
1958 (vide page 106 of the report of this Office for 
April 1958) as passed by Parliament received the 
assent of the President on 18'May 1958 and has been 
gazetted as Act No,22 of 1958©

(The Gazette of Indiaj Extraordinary, 
Part II, Section 1, SO May 1958,

pp, 122-125 ).

»L»



93» Application»

India - Hay 1958»

g.._CongmBation In Case of Enploynsnfc or
Occupational Diseases!--------- ---------

Working of the Workmens Compensation Act, 1923»
during 1956» "-----------

Statistics of Compensated Accidents and Occupational
Diseases»«» The table given below shows the number of*
compensated accidents and the amount of compensation paid 
during 1955 and 1956t-

Year Average IIo» of Compensated accidents causing» Amount of Compensation paid»8*
daily Ko» 
of Workers 
covered»

Death Permanent
disable
ment»

Temporary
disable
ment»

Total Death Permanent Tempo- Total
disable- rarv
ment» disable-

sent.

1955 S911987 1142
(0.29)

4865
(1.24)

69788
(17.8)

75*793
(19»3)

Rs.
2158867
(1,890)

Rs*
2190344
(450)

Rs. Rs»
1617983 5967194 

(25) (79)

1956 S417529 937
(0»27)

3406
(i.oo)

57267
(16.76)

61*610
(I8.0S)

2041114
(2,178)

1759945
(517)

1381998 5183057 
(24) (84)

* Pigures in brackets show rate per 1*000 workers covered»
** Pigures in brackets show average Compensation paid per case»

It will be Been from the above table thdt the number of 
compensated accidents decreased during the year under review» 
The number of total accidents was 61*610 as against 75*793 in 
the year 1955» This was mainly dud to the deorease in the' 
number of accidents in Factories» Plantations and Railways» The 
number of accidents decreased from 38*741 in 1955 to 29*446 
in' 19Sfi in Pfigfcories» from 3j659 to 915 in Plantations and from 
19*931 to 12*619 in Railways.

The decrease in the number of accidents also affected the 
accident rate» The accident rate per thousand workers decreased 
from 19.3 in 1955 to 18.0 during the year under review»



dooroased, r2®

in'docto ana porta* rfülo’T,BB reoorded 
in ’tronmays’* In docto aâ p^rta ^he mn?^™0^000”3®3 
increased from 32,47 in 1955 to 72^19 in 1955 while in 
taoways.xt decreased from 30.23 to 1955 t0 iSw i^I95S, 
The amount of compensation paid per case decreased ta 
factories, mines, docks and ports and miscellaneous croup

in°reas?d in the remaining industries. TheS 
industries m which the amount of compensation paid nor 
case decreased did not influence the over-all average as 
these industries account for only 5*5‘per cent of tbtal 
■raorhcrst Taking the overfall picture* the average amount 
of compensation paid per case increased from 79 rupees in 
1955 to 84 rupees in 1956* There was remarkable increase 
in the average compensation ¡aid per case in the case of 
tramways, posts and telegraphs* C.P.W.B.,building and 
construction and municipalities«

The incidence of cost of compensated accidents per 
worker (obtained by dividing the amount of compensation paid 
by thé corresponding figure of average daily omplcymont) in 
certain important industries is shown in -the statement below:

Industry*

1. Factories ~———
2* Plantations -
3. Mines ——i———*———-----------------

5, Docks and Ports
6. Posts and Telegraphs...*...'.... ...
7* Building and Construction.—--------

1955 1956

1*5 1.3
0.1 0.1
3.4 3*9
1.5 1.4
3.7 7.S
0,3 2.2
2.8 2.2

1*5 1.5Over-All Average ——

Classified State-wise, -the hipest rate 
M in Orissa (69,95), followed by Punjab (54,-3) and »»3™. 
Pradesh (54,6S). The information relating ho Orissa and 
«hya'Pradesh'does not relate to all '
therefore,- partial. The other States having
adoiaerts’.TOre .Andhra (29.SR). JateM CM1)»>• 
Bombay (is*62) and Vfest Bengal (14.59)» The a . fumWhdd tar- different States in'thisrtahle xs rtt parable 
With'the data furnished during the y®ar 1955 as ^e dana n 
relate to reorganised States. The average alS°
reflected in the accident. rate, of temporary disablements as
these really preponderate in the total accidents. *
the other States, the rate of.fataVaccidents was
in the Punjab.; The rate of acoidents resu-.ing P ^hQr statQS 
disablemant was also the highest on the • H-hary^gt Bengal
in which permanent disablement rate was high are Bihar,
and Bombay»



An analysis of the compensated accidents Bbows that 
during the year under review 93 »0 per cent of the total 
compensated accidents resulted in temporary disablement 
as compared to 92.1 per cent in 1955j 5.5 per cent 
caused permanent disablement and 1*5 per cent proved fatal* 
As regards permanent disablement* the total number was 
the lowest in 1956* The accident rate per thousand workers 
in this case was also lew as compared to such rate for the 
years 1951 to 1955* The number of accidents causing death 
was also the lowest during the year under review. It was 
937 as compared to 1*142 in the year 1955. The aocident 
rate per thousand workers was also low* viz.* 0.27 as 
compared to 0*29 in the year 1955*

Classified industry-wise, the general rate of accidents 
per thousand workers was tho highest in docks and ports 
(72.19), f ollowed by mines (46*76)* miscellaneous group 
(24.18), factories (20*52)* railways (15.50) and tramways 
(14.04)* The rate was the lowest in municipalities (0.32). 
It waSalso low in CcP.W.D.(0.59) an d plantations (1.87).

Similar was the position with regard to rate in the 
case of temporary disablement* Permanent disability rate 
was -the highest in docks and ports (7*07). Next in order 
v;ere mines (2*95)* building and construction (1*42) and 
factories (1*26)* The death rate was the highest in 
tramways (2.23)* Next in order were mines (0*78)* miscellaneous 
industries (0*66)* building and construction (0*54), dooks 
and ports (0*52) and posts and telegraphs (0.51). The death . 
rate was the lowest in plantations (0*04)*

.The average amount of compensation paid per /accident 
was the highest in municipalities (1*193 rupees), followed 
by C*P.W.D• (788 rupees)* building and constructional rupees)* 
tramways (378 rupees) and posts and telegraphs (200 rupees).
The lowest amount was paid in factories* i*e*, 65 rupees 
per aocident* For fatal accidents* the maximum amount was 
paid in the case of posts and telegraphs (2*629 rupees), os 
ûEainst 3,500 rupees paid in the case of tramways during the

J5-9.55* Next in order were railways (2,627 rupeos),
3^-tdiüg and construction (2*575 rupees), docks and ports 
J;2*?89 ^Pees)* miscellaneous industries (2,159 rupees) and 
G.^r“?S >2*13S rupees). The lowest ¿mount per fatal 

uccider* was paid in plantations, viz.* 1*295 rupees per case.

The Workmen’s Compensation Act 1923 also provides for 
payment of compensation in case of nortâin occupational diseases 
listed in Schedule III of the Aòt* In bysore S-yrte* 5 fatal 
find * permanent disablement, cases occurred as a result of 
occupational diseases like Silicosis and compensation amounting 
tot 13*500 rupees and 914*620 rupees respectively was paid to 
claimants* In Vfest Bengal also* there were 5 cases of occupational 
diseases pending at the beginning of the year. One new case * 
was filed during the year under review* Out of these 6 cases, 
one case was dismissed and 5 oases remained pending at the close 
of the year* All of them were lead poisoning oases.



average compensation paid per accident was 
the highest in Delhi (333 rupees)» followed by the 
fUBja*3 (231 rupees)» Uttar Pradesh (159 rupees) and 
Bihar (142 rupees)» Ths highest average compensation 
per fatal accident was paid» as in the previous year» 
in Bombay (2,552 rupees), followed by Delhi (2,442 rupees), 
Madhya Pradesh (2,400 rupees), Punjab (2,325 rupees),
Uest Bengal (2,183 rupees) and Uttar Pradesh (1,901 rupees)»

Records of Proceedings before the Commissioners for
Worton's Compensation,- In about 29 per cent of-hbe-----
accidents, workers getting below 50 rupees were involved* 
Workertsef getting wages between 50 rupees and 100 rupees 
accounted for 61 per cent of the total accidents* those 
getting between 100 rupees and 200 rupees accounted for 
9 per cent and those getting above 200 rupees accounted 
for only one per cent of the total accidents*

Duringthe year 1955, nearly half of the accidents involved 
workers getting less than 50 rupees per month as against 
only 29 per cent during the year under review* Similarly 
the percentage of acoidonts involving workers getting more 
than 100 rupees was 14 in 1955 as against 10 during the year 
under review* On the other thud the incidence "óf accidents“ 
involving workers in middle income groups, vis*» 50 rupees - 100 
rupees increased considerably during the year under review* 
fimong different wgge groups, the percentage to total accidents 
was the highest (25*1) in the wage group 70 rupees to 80 rupees 
followed by the wage group 80 rupees - 100 rupees (19*7) and 
60 rupees - 70 rupees (10*2)* Out of a total of 8,549 cases 
dealt with by. the Commissioner, about 64 per cent related to 
temporary disablement, 21 per cent to permanent disablement 
and the remaining15 per cent to deaths» The corresponding 
percentages for the year 1955 ware 38, 37 and 25 'respectively* 
Tibman accounted for only 3 per cent of the total accidents 
during -the year under review as against 5 percent in the
year 1955**. . ' . . - ..........

Figuros relating to the percentage distribution into 
wage groups of cases of alult workers coming up before the 
Commissioners for legal proceedings shows that the percentage 
of cases relating to workers getting60 rupees and above showed 
a remarkable increase from‘40*2.in 1955 to 65*7 in 1956*
The percentage for this group is the. highest on record since 
1947*: As regards workers getting pay between 30 rupees and 
60 rupeesthe percentage (15*0) during the year under review' 
was the lowest since 1947* The percentage for workers, getting 
below 30 rupees declined from 32*8 in 1955 to 19*3 in 1956»



4^he 5CrnniisoionGrs tamaied during the year 769S cases
oG2iiCGS of • claims ♦ Of these 622 related to fatal

a aqq >575 permanent disablement aid the remaining
“•*_ __o emporary disablement» The Commissioners also disposed
wifli-Ti™ GaG®s under Section 8 of tho Act pertaining to deposits relating to fatal accidents. r

At the beginning of the year under review, 74 appeals were 
pending disposal and during the year 44 fresh appeals were 
received. Of these, 42 were disposed of during 1956 leaving a

ance c 76 appeals pending at the end of the year under review» 
In the case of Uttar Pradesh and Sfesfc Bengal the* number of appeals 
pending at tho close of the year was more than that pond4-ng afc 
the oommenodi^nt of the year.

The trade unions do nob appear to be taking an. active 
inuGresu in either representing workers or their dependents in 
realisation of their claims, or in contesting such claims against 
the employer in courts. This leadd to unnecessary expenditure 
and worry on the part of the claimants» The lack of enthusiasm 
on tho part of the trade unions has resulted in high litigation 
expenditure to the workers and considerable delay in settlement 
of claims« In many cases the payment severe delayed even, after 
the awards were given on account of the certificate prooeed^nga,

In Andhra, the Shute "Government sanctioned an amount of 
10,000 rupees during 1956*57 for providing legal assistance 
at State cost to the injured workmen or their dependenbs for 
the conduct of their cases under the Workmen’s Compensation Act«
The Commissioner for Workmen’s Compensation Asfi the Additional 
Commissioner for Workmen’s Compensation were authorised to 
engage counsel on application by injured workmen or their 
dependents who. file claims under the Act» A maximum amount of 
50 rupees for each case and a minimum of 10 rupees for each day 
of appearance of the counsel was also fixed. Legal aid was 
given in one case by the State Government to the dependents of 
the deceased workman for conducting the case. The State Government 
propose to give wider publicity to this shhema and assist 
deserving applicants in prosecuting their claims under the 
■Workmen’s Compensation Act. In Bihar, an appeal was made to all 
the registered trade, unions to guide and help the workers and 
their, dependents' in nIni-ming compensation under the Workmen’s 
Compensation Adti They were also requested to seek any advice, 
they required from the Commissioner of Labour, Biharhnd to give 
reports of all accidents so that prompt action could bo taken 
with regard to realisation and disbursement of compensation money.
In Bombayj the Insurance Companies representing employers. in 
Workmen’s. Compensation cases rendered co-operation in the prompt 
disposal of claims* especially by submitting memoranda of agreement. 
Tn Uttar Pradesh*the State GavornTisnb have recently decided to ask 
the Regional Conciliation Officers an d inspectors of Factories 
to assist the workers in settlement of their claims under the 
Workmen’s Compendation Aot$: '' . .

(Indian Labour Gazette ¿Vol.XF, Ho »10, 
April 1958* ppi 1015-1029 )•

’L»



Eggloyees» State Insuranoe Corporation: Annual E&port 
for the Year 1956-1957®------------- ~-------

The Central Government published on 10 Kay 1958 the 
annual report of the Employees’ State Insurance Corporation 
for the year 1956-57* The salient points of the report 
are briefly reviewed below#-

gfleral®- The Employees’ State Insurance Schesç 
continued to mafcs steady* though slow* progress during 
the year under report® The benefit provisions of the 
Act were extended to industrial areas in two States^ 
namely Kerala and Rajasthan for the first time® Thé 
Scheme was also extended to more centres in Madras* Madhya 
Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh®

During the year under review the Scheme was introduced 
in the following further areas, in the States mentioned below#-

Madhya Pradesh ----- Akola* Hinganghat and Burhanpurj • i
Kerala — Quilong*AllappeyiEmakulamjTrichur and Alwayoj
Madras — Madurai*Ambasamudram and Tuticorinj
Eajasthan —————— Jaipur, Jodhpur,Bihaner,Pali(llarwar) Bhilwara

and Lakherij
Uttar Pradesh—— Allahabad, Varanasi * Kanpur and Kalyanpur 

(Kanpur District)^

' The number of additional employees covered was about 
190| 500 thus bringing the total number of employees covered 
at the close of the year to -1.1225 millions out of a total

, insurable population in the whole country of about 2 millionsi

Arrangements for the extention of the benefit provisions 
of the Scheme to Patna* Kntihar, Monghyr and Samastipur in 
Bihar State* Jabalpur in Madhya Pradesh and Beawar in Rajasthan 
were also in hand at the end of the year under; review* negotia
tions with the State Govemnsht were also in progress for 
early implementation in Bangalore in Mysore State®

' Medical care services.- Efforts wore continued to 
construct separate annexes 'and hospitals in different areas 
in accordance with the yardstick approved by the Corporation® 
The progress* though not encouraging, is indicated belowt-

(a) In Delhi± a 50 bed ward in the Irwin Hospital and a 
SO bed ward in S®J® Tuberculosis Hospital
were completed and taken into use®



(b) The constract ion -work of the annexes in the District 
Headquarters Hospital in Coimbatore W3 in progress« 
The tuberculosis ward had come up to roof level and 
in the maternity and general nurds masonry work was 
in progress on the first floor«

(c) The construction of T.B. ward of 25 beds in the 
Kayo Hospital, Nagpur was started and tho excavation 
of all the concrete columns and foundations was 
completed»

(d) The construction of a 32 bed ward at the K<E.U, 
Eospital, Hyderabad could not be under baleen as the 
site originally selected was not available» Revised 
plans and estimates for the annexe were received and 
the same -were agreed to» The State Government issued 
instructions to take immediate steps for starting 
construction»

(e) In liovesber«l95G, the Corporation suggested to the 
S^ate Governments of Bombay, Host Bengal, Madras 
and Uttar Pradesh, where independent hospitals are 
justified, that it may perhaps expedite matters if 
the Corporation wre to undertake the entire responsi
bility of constructing and equipping the hospitals«
The matter was under consideration.

(f) Mahatma Uandhi Memorial Hospital,Bombay»- A dded of 
agreement regarding the 300 bedded Mahatma Gandhi 
Mémorial Hospital,Bombay wna finalised» Thé Board 
of Management appointed a technical sub-committee to 
work out the requirements for hospital accommodation 
and preliminary line drawings prepared by the Architect 
of the Bombay Government on its recommendation were 
duly approved»

Provisign of Artificial Limbs to insured person«»— The 
Employees* S^ate Insurance Corporation at its meeting held 
in July 1956, decided to provide artificial limbs to disabled 
persons whose limbs were amputated due to employment injury 
at the cost of the Scheme» Arrangements have been mndb for 
fitting the limbs at the Army Artificial LimbCentre, Poona 
whioh is the only Centre of its kind in South-East Asia« Two 
limbs along with necessary appliances (including a box fort lie 
spare limb) are supplied to each amputee- one a dross limb, ’ 
which gives a normal appearance and the other a working limb, 
to suit occupational needs« In arm cases five or six detachable 
fitments are also given to serve various neods« For lower 
limb cases, shoes, stump-socks and a. stick are supplied» . The 
amputees are also trained to use limbs at the Centre for a 
period of 5 to 6 ¿weeks. Besides the cost of limbs and accessories 
supplied to tbem£ all incidental expenditure for their transport, 
stoppage charges at the Centre and travelling expenses for an 
attendant. If required, ore met by tho Corporation. The first 
batch of 5 amputees reported at the Artificial Limb Centre in 
the 3rd week of February 1957; and the second batch of 7 in 
the fourth week of March 1957«.



—MPensaries and panel /inru.earli^F; in As has bGen stated
out-door medical care is hn°° COverfd Suring the year, 
system» For this purpose JvPpfi rl?ed JhrouSh ths service 
5 mobile dispensad^es^eri J. full“tLffie dispensaries and 
employer’s existing mJ? up* 111 Q^di‘tion to this 8BcU^ u\illsoa “’ier «»
and an existing Governmental^!™ f a Government Hospital 
part-time dispfnsSX diBpenBQ^ *ere *e^S ^ed as

total number of dispensaries including employers, 
part-ttoe arrangements, in various^reS ofthe

country is now 149* Out of those 20 are part-time dispensaries.

^PggAo^lpts * Seryioes»- Specialista ’ services were 
augmented during the year under review as followss-

3dm.»- A part-time specialist under the E«S,I,
Scheme in E.H,T» was appointed in the Irwin Hospital 
for 3 hours daily, four times a week. Part-tine 
specialists in medicine, surgery, and opthalmology 
wesre already in position. Specialists in other 
branches were expected to be appointed shortly,

(2) Andhra Pradesh»- Part-time specialists, one each in 
medicine* surgery,tuberculosis, pathology and radiology 
were appointedfor the Hyderabad-Secunderabad area»

(S) Coimbatore and Madurai,— The honorary Assistant
Medical Officers of the Government Headquarters Hospital, 
Coimbatore, Officers of the Erskine Hospitai,Madurai, 
were appointed as part-time specialists in medicine, 
surgery and tuberculosis, Besides these specialists 
part-tius specialists one each in radiology, obstetrics 
and gynaecology, ear* nose and throat, eye, pathology 
and skin diseases were appointed both at Coimbatore 
and Madurai»;

(4) Bombay»- The part-time specialists in radiology are 
now"available at the Diagnostic Centres four irimes a 
week for 2 hours on each day as against 2 days in a 
wok, previously. One part-time Ayurvedic specialist 
was also appointed at the Diagnostic Centre, located 
at the M.A, Podar Hospital, Bombay»

/¿\ • Madhva Pradesh»- The number of part-time specialists 
r Sb Infioro, SBoUór, Snfi Jrtla»

wc revised in accordance with the scale approved by 
the . Corporation with effect from 29 October 195S.

ffn Snares areas»- In areas with less than 10,000. insured 
Ve persons no spearate specialists » service s had been.

provided and insured-persons attended at the existing • 
ma die al institutions in common with, members of the 
public» In certain States* there was nò'area with an 
insurable population of 10,000 or above» In such areas, 
the Corporation agreed in principle that the total 
iuCTirflhle population of all the covered areas with less 
than 10,000 employees b e pooled as a single unit and



/
and the S^ate Government may appoint specialists 
on honoraria keeping the total expenditure on the. 
G®rvice3 within that authorised for a single irrn-h of that strength»

p medical benefit for,, insured persons suffering
^^orculosis^ Extended medical 'and cash benefits

to patients suffering frcsn tuberculosis rare made operative 
iron June 1956» An insured person suffering from tuberculosis 
now receives extended medioal benefit for two consecutive 
benefit periods, after the normal period of entitlement in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 56 and Kegulation 
103-A, if the- he has been in continuous employment for 3 years 
before the commencement of the spell of tuberculosis»

Utilisation of Employers1 existing medical facilities»-
Besides the 5 employers* dispensaries, which rare being “
utilised at the end of March 1956, the following factory- 
dispensaries were integrated during the years-
Madras States '

(1) Madurai Mills dispensary at Mcduruio 
Madurai Mills dispensary, at Ambasamudram, 
Madurai Mills dispensary at Tuticorin»

(2) Pandyan Mills dispensary at Madurai» ’
(3) Mahalakshmi Mills dispensary at Madurai,
(4) Meenakshi MxIIb dispensary at Madurai,

Rajasthan State*

(5) The Associated Cement Co»Ltd,,Hospital at Lakheri»

”l" At Lakheri, in addition to out-patient treatment
which is being provided to -IlISffPa», .insured persons at -the 
employers* hospital, 7 beds have also'beeijfeoserved in 
the hospital for in-patient treatment,

-4T 'Number of insured', persons treated»- On the basis of 
the statistics "furnished' dùring the yeïïr under report 
2 111,570 new and. 6,472,S27 old cases were treated at the 
various State Insurance dispensaries end‘clinics of panel 
practitioners as against 1,546,794 and 4*988,011 respectively 
in 1955-56, A total of 18,383 cases were referred for 
admission to hospitals and 187,231
OB agaiost the corresponding figures, oi 14,477 ™d 138,951 
respectively in the year 1955-66. »dwal oertxfieates issued 
in Abe year under report, numbered 2,445,850 as against 
1,724,970 in the year 1955-56»



.lnaUrG3 woman in reoipt of maternity ^yTgei\SfeA^ggg.,>b«fce I^snranoo'-scheae^ A sjfte 
under^-hw« v£n?1~ ^ured -women in receipt of maternity benefit 
^the E^ioyeos* gtGte inSur£mce soheme in Bomba/™'

July 1956, in regard to pre-natal anFpoX-natal 
are and confinement facilities availed of by then. The

salient facts brought out by the survey arej-

(a) The proportion of cases of confinement at hone, at 
recognised hospitals and at private maternity homes 
and hospitals vraa practically equal i.e., about l/Srd

(b) The average stay in hospitals ws about 8 dayB.

(c) Between 10 to 15 per cent of the women admitted 
recognised hospitals made their own arrangements for 
food and medicines. It was found on further entpHry 
that someof them had not availed of hospital diet
as they did not liloe it'and sons purchased medicines 
themselves mostly but of Ignorance,

(d) The percentage of abnormal confinements to total 
confinements was between 5 to 6 per cent.

Expenditure on medical care,- During -the year under 
report a sum of 9,6561i’01(5”rupees 4 annas and 6 pies was paid 
by the Corporation to the State Governments towards its share 
of expenditure for provision of medical benefit under the 
Scheme,

Income from contributions,-» The income from Employees*
■wag Sg'ygQg rup»P>fi 52,262^834'rupees and that from Employers’ 
Special Conferibution 25959,404 rupees in respect of this year 
-and-as against 23,981,290 rupees and., 18,789,480 rupees 
respectively in the year 1955-56, The income from Employees’ 
Contribution thus exceeded that from’Employer s’ Special 
Contribution by a substantial amount. This was due to the 
fact,that implementation in new areas increases Employees 
Ctonribution more sharply than the Employers• Special Contrxbubion. 
The Central Government took notice of this disparity and o _ 
bring back the Employers’ share to its proper level announced 
its intention to revise the rates of Employers Special 
Contribution,:

Sieves heueftt.- A “.430 g^-^^lli^
■waspaid in cash as sickness benefit as agains •
rupees paid durircSho year 1955-56. A sun of 3.382 nxllxou
rupees hed heen ¡Sid ujho the end of the year J®^3. Tte
siolmeas benefit payments this year thus exceeded tee totel
amount paid under the head in ell the earlier yaere t g ,*.-ir.jrnnThis is’hiitSSuS he Since in addition to 0.317 udllxon employees
rupees -nho L6ca=o oligihlo to receive thia benefit during the year
under report* about 0.553 million employees wao became
to this benefit for/part of the year 1955558 were eligible to it
throughout the year#

i



■Eho •^S incidence of sickness benefit at Hagpur during
lS5-Ifir ;5J T/aS W°h leos for tte ycaT5

T-TorJl ^ilX« iS due to the prolonged strike
+h,„;aSPUJ? z5«DE1 ihe lQBfc v/3ek of January 195S to the 
du^t * 1?56* Failure to W contributions
uring the strike period resulted in a substantial proportion 

of ^sured persons failing to qualify for sickness benefit 
during the later part of 1956-67 which in turn led to a 
lower incidence of sickness cash benefits.

. The number of benefit days per spell of sickness ranged 
during 1956-57 between 6.1 to 10»S, the average beinr Oil 
whereas the corresponding range for 1955-58 was between 7*3 
to 11.8 the average being 9*4 days* The amount of the benefit 
paid in 1956-57 per spell of sickness ranged from 10*0 rupees 
to 17*8 rupees the average being 15*8 rupees. The correspond■ing 
range for 1955-56 was 11*5 rupees to 20.2 rupees and the 
average was 18.9 rupees* Tho variations in the range of spells 
and payments are due partly to endemic variations in incidence 
of diseases and partly to different wage levels prevalent to 
in various areas* However* it is gratifying to note that 
the experience in respect of sickness incidence in all areas 
has been favourable than the assumption of 12 days incidence 
of sickness caBh benefit* made in the Interim. Valuation Report *

Extended sickness cash benefit to tuberculosis patients 
at a reduced rate for an additional period of 18 weeks became 
payable to insured persons from 1st June 1956* During the 
year under report a sum of 25*747.50 rupees was paid to insured 
persons qualified for it.

MStemity benefit*- In 1956-57 a sum of 413*737 rupees 
vjqs paid as maternity benefit as against 214*183 rupees paid 
Erring the year 1955-56. A sum of 12*270 rupees was paid upto 
the end of the year 1954-55* The substantial increase in 
the amount of benefit payments had been duo mainly to the fact 
that in a number of areas with quite a high“ percentage of women 
employees* the insured women became eligible to receive this 
benefit frrHug the year under report and a substantial number 
of insured women who were eligible to the benefit for part of 
the year 1955-56 remained eligible to It for the full year 
1956-57.

• v^norarv disablement benefit*- Temporary disablement 
benefit was paid throughout the year in tho areas where the

provisions of the Scheme had been brought-onto force . 
eS^?joar 1955-5S. Burtts; the year 19S8-E7 .it l=c» .

••XSu ?rontS date'« of iriplewatatien. to Wfe Hiagaa^atj
¡Jhan^ur. Alleppeyi Qrtlon; Triehur; Enjatalumi 
AmbasaSrtrami Tuticerln, Jaipur* Jodhpurj Brkaaer,. laknert.Pali, 
bhilwara* Allahabad* Varanasi. Eampur and; Kalyanpur* It Will be 
seen that in the year. 1956-57 a sum of 1.359 million rupees 
was paid as against 1*125 million rupees paid during the year 
1955-56» A sum of 0.641 million rupees was paid upto the end 
of the year 1954-55* .

I
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Tte number of 9? benefit days per spell of temporary 
disablement benefit ranged, for different areas, during 
1958*57 between 12 and 27 days» the average being 20 days. 
The corresponding range during 1955-55 had been 11 to 23 days 
and the average -was 18 days* The amount ofbenefit paid during 
1956-57 per spell of temporary disablment benefit ranged from 
20 rupees to 45 rupees^ the average being 39 rupees« The 
similar range for 1955-56 was 15 rupees to 41 rupees and the 
average had been 35 rupees» The differencea are due partly 
to variations in length of spell of incapacity and partly to 
variations in level of wages prevalent in various areas»

Dependants* benefits»- . Dependants* benefit, in cases of 
death due to employment injury, was payable in the some areas 
and for the some period as for temporary disablement» Claims 
in respect of 58 death cases were adimittod in 1955-57 whereas 
the number of similar cases admitted during 1955-55 was 58« The 
benefit actually paid in 1956-57 amounted to 80,267 rupees as 
against 38,150 rupees in 1955-56«- The amount paid as dependants’ 
benefit upto the end of year 1954-55 was 25,092 rupees»

Permanent disablement benefit»- Permanent disablement 
benefitin cases of employment injury, was also payable in 
the same areas and for the same period as for temporary- 
disablement» Kumber of cases admitted in the year 1955--57 
was 1,141 as against 967 cases admitted in the year 1955-56«
The number of beneficiaries at the end of the year under report 
were 2,556« The benefit actually paid daring theyear 1956-57 
nmennfead, to 192,913 rupees whereas the corresponding figures 
for the year 1955-56 were 84,164 rupees« A sum of 48,928 rupees 
was paid upto the end of the year 1954-55« Ko payment of 
permanent disablement benefit was made in Rajasthan and Kerala 
areas as the assessment of degree of permanent disablement had. 
not been made in any case, till the end of the year under 
report«

Total CeSh Benefits paid»- The total amount of cash 
'benefits paid to the insured persons during theyoar under ~ 
report, the year 1955-56 and up to the end of the year 1954-55 
was as followss-

I t -
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Benefit (in thousands of rupees)

Year Sic teens Maternity
benefit* benefit*

Temporary Dependants» 
disable- benefit* 
ment
benefit*

Permanent
disable
ment
benefit«

Others Total

irpto - •

1954-55 - 3,580 12 641 25 49 7 4,314 i

1955-56 - 5,735 214 1,125 38 84 17 7,213 !

1956-57 * 10,430 414 1,359 80 - 193 34 12,510 j

TOTAL- 19,745 640 3,125 143 326 58
" !
24,037 i

I

Second Five-Year Plan»- It i s the inbention that during 
the period of the Second Five-Year Plan of the country 
the-Scheme should be expended to all areas where there 
is a concentration of 1,500 employees dr rorejdnd that 
medical benefit he extended- to families of all insured 
persons covered as well as those to be covered later in 
the Second Plan period* It was estimated that a sum of 
53*7 n-iIlion rupees is required to meet the share of the 
State Governments in the cost of medical oare.' Each State 
Government was advised about its share and requested to 
mate “necessary provision in their' Budget Estimates for 
1957-58*

i!

(notification TTo,S0771 dated 
26 April 1958$ the Gazette of India$ 
Part Hi Section '3, Sub-Sgotion ii> 
10 May 1958^ pp* 503-681 )*



CHAPTER 10. SOCIAL SEDICINE»

INDIA - W 1958»

101« Maintenance of Community Health*

Tentative Results of National Pulmonary Survey»

According to the tentative results of the national 
pulmonary tuberoulosis survey undertaken by the Indian 
Council of Medical Research* it has been found that tuberculosis 
has penetrated villages which had been comparably free from the 
menace« The incidence of the disease is as high there as in 
•urban areas« Preliminary results indicate that 2 per cent 
of the country’s population is, affected by the disease« TThen 
compared with previous limited surveys* the results seem to 
suggest that tuberculosis is not showing diminishing trends 
in cities and industrial areas« The Incidence has increased 
in small towns ami Is most marked in small-t o^as—aad-ls villages 
where* according to previous surveys* the incidence was between 
0.2 per cent and 0«5 per cent*

Undertaken in 1956* the survey covered six zones - Calcutta* 
Delhi* Hyderabad,, Madanapalle* Batna and Trivandrum« As skiagraphy 
of the chest was thought to be the essential feature, only centres 
hnving mass miniature radiography sets were selected« The sample 
survey covered in each zone 30 villages* six medium-size towns and 
25 to 40 blocks of a city*.

nearly 90 per cent of the population of the zones surveyed 
was covered« Of a total population~of 389*844 in the survey 
areas, nearly 300,000 people were X-rayed* Children below five 
years of age were excluded«

It was observed that the bacilliary rate far 1,000 population 
varied from oisrbo 11 In different areas and the number of active 
and probably active cases from seven to 30 per 1*000 population«
The morbidity rate for females was less than that for malesj and 
for both sexes the rates showed a continuous increase with age«
The rate of increase with age was* however, much less in the case 
of females«

(The Statesman* 2 Juno 1958 )•
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CHAPTER lit OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY ASP HEALTH,

India- wer 1958»

112» LegiBlgbion,RogalabionB,OffioiaI Safety and
Health Codes»

West Bengal Boiler Attendants Rules» 1958»

The Governnentbf Wst 3ergal gazetted on 3 April 
1958, the West Bengal Boiler Attendants* Rules,1958, 
made in exercise of the powers conferred under the 
Indian Boilers Act,1923, The rules provide that tho 
owner of a toiler shall not use.it or permit it to he 
used unless it is placed under the direct and immediate 
charge of a person holding a certificate of competency 
as a boiler attendant and prescribe inter alia the 
mode of examination for the grant of certificates, the 
examination subjects, the form of certificates and 
penalties for contravention of the rules»

(The Calcutta Gazettej Part I,
3 April 1958, pp. 951-988 ).

I
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL IAV/S PROKGIGilTED HURIIiG THE
PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT FOR MY 1958*

HWIA - LAY 1958

CHAPTER 3. ECOHOLIIC QUESTIONS.

(1) The Finance Act, 1958 (lio.ll of 1958) (Gazette of 
India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section I, 2g April 
1958, pp. 57-53) •

'■ I
(2) The Gift Tas, 1958 (ilo.lg of 1958) (Gazette of 

India Extraordinary, Part II, Section I, 16 Kay 
1958, pp*75-100),

CHAPTER 9*. SOCIAL SECURITY.

Employees’ Provident Funds (Amendment) Act, 1958
(lTo,53 of 1958) (Gazette of India, Extraordinary, 
Part II, Section I, 20 Kay 1958, pp* 122—123)* -
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